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BOOK REVIEWS. 

I. NEW TESTAMENT. 

Our New Testament: How Did \Ve Get It?. By Henry C. Vedder, 
D.D., Professor of Church History in Crozer Theological Semi
nary. Cloth. 3 8 8 pp. 19 0 9. The Griffith & Rowland Press, 
Philadelphia. $LOO net. 

The author of this volume demurs to the announcement 
which had gained currency and credence that his work is "an 
answer" to "The Formation of the New Testament" by Dr. 
George H. Ferris, of Philadelphia. It professes to be a his
torical investigation and not a work of apologetics or polemics. 
Still, as the author admits, it reaches a totally different con
clusion as the result of the inquiry. "To tell the story of the 
Canon with an accuracy that will deserve the approval of 
scholars, yet with an element of interest that will gain the at
tention of busy men," is the avowed purpose of the book. ,Ye 
are constrained at first flash to say that the author has achieved 
his twofold purpose-he has written what seems to be a severely 
accurate and yet an interesting book. In a few cases only has 
he singled out Dr. Ferris' book for comment, where errors as 
to fact seemed to demand it; but in this respect he has treated 
it only as he has treated the writings of Harnack and Julicher 
and even vVestcott and Gregory, each of whom he shows has 
erred at times, in fact or in inference. 

One of the chief merits of the book, indeed, is that the author 
has the insight and the courage to go his own way, eYen at the 
cost of taking issue with the greatest of New Testament schol
ars and church historians. In opposition, not to Dr. Ferris 
only, but to some of the most noted of recent innstigators in 
this field of research, who emphasize the authority and in
fluence of the bishops in the formation of the canon, Profes:;or 
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Ye,lder nrgnes c-onvinc-ingly that the laymen must have played 
110 unimportant part in the matter. 'l'hey "were a force that 
had to be reckoned with" (p. 249), and "we should make a 
g-reat misfake to assume hastily that the laymen, the great silent 
ho:-t of believers, had no influence in these matters" (p. 257). 
Here he tends to side with Zahn rather than with Harnack in 
the ron(rm-ersy. He assumes nowhere the air of infallibility, 
hut bespeaks the friendly severity of the reader in dealing with 
hi~ errors. "Only by repeated investigation, and as frequent 
comparison of conclusions, can the facts and their interpreta
tion be ultimately established." And he modestly adds, "It is 
glory enough for any of us to have contributed even one small 
stone to the temple of truth." 

The author may be classed with the "conservatives," but there 
are some positions taken by him that will be as surprising to 
some readers as any in Dr. Ferris' sensation-making volume: 
for example, that in the formal sense there was no such thing 
a;, a "closed" canon; that it was gradually and apparently 
rather uncertainly formed, the sub-consciousness of the'church 
o:· churches deciding on certain books and rejecting others, this 
finding only declarative and not authoritative voice in the 
church councils; in short, that the New Testament, like other 
organicrns and institutions, illustrates the law of the survival 
of the fittest (pp. 209, 351). The books won their unique 
place as "canonical" only because in actual use they were 
found to deserrn it. The capacity of a book to edify was cer
tainly the first accepted test of canonicity (p. 317 cf. 2 Tim. 
3 :16). "Cnanimity in the churches was not produced, as some 
.rould still have us think, by ecclesiastical authority. If Epis
copal agency were much more in evidence than it is, we should 
still be compelled to view it as only the orderly way in which 
the inward conviction of the people found formal expression. 
"The decided factor, in the long run, in the case of every book 
that claimed to be Scripture, was the concensus of Christian 
experience in the whole church, and for more than a single 
generation; that it possessed an exceptional divine quality 
which fitted it 'for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for in
struetion which is in righteousness.' " "The canon never was 
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'closed,' except in the sense that a time came when production 
cem1ed of books that the Christian consciousness recognized as 
belonging in the class with those that constitute the canon." 

The author anticipates objection and argues that "the sub
jective test" is not "dangerous," for "the only convincing evi
dence for the inspiration of any book is the character of the 
book, the appeal that it makes to the spiritually-minded 
reader." After all the true foundation of a Christian's faith 
is not a book, but a person. Not the New Testament, but .Jesus 
Christ, is the corner-stone upon which we are built. 

GEo. B. EAGER. 

Epochs in the Life of Paul. A Study of Development in Paul's 
Career. By A. T. Robertson, A. )1., D. D., Professor in the 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louis17ille, Ky. New 
York. Charles ,Scribner's Sons. 1909. Pages 337. Price, 
$1.2 5; postpaid, $1. 3 9. 

"The Charm of Paul" was never more powerful in the 
Christian Church. Jesus excepted, none of its founders re
tains quite so strong a hold upon the church. Men are striv
ing to sound the depths of his character and the significance 
of his works with more science and earnestness, perhaps, than 
in any preceding age. Splendid minds are employed upon 
this task in every section of the Christian world. It is a laud
able ambition that has induced Professor Robertson to enter 
such a difficult and engaging field. I applaud alike the daring 
and the success of his enterprise. 

He belongs to the theologians of a new age and type. He 
possesses ample stores of learning, clear vision, keen criticism 
and right poise of judgment. • He is a member of the republic 
of letters. What he shall put forth will be received with re
spect in America and England and Germany, and the position 
of our Baptist people will likely be judged, to a 
considerable extent, from the nature of the work 
which he has done. This is a large responsibility; a 
responsibility that does not belong to many of our leaders. The 
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author is, therefore, duly solicitous to be on the safe side; to 
praetiee ronstrnrtiYe and to axoid destructive criticism. But 
he ha~ looked ihe difficulties of the subject squarely in the face. 
"One musi not fall into the error of thinking that no difficul
ties exist about the narratfres of the more common miracles" 
( p. 182), is an utterance that casts a flood of light upon the 
daily labors of the study table. "Do we have in the New Testa
ment the Christ of dogma or the Christ of fact? One cannot 
complain at questions like these" (p. 86). Neither does he 
ignore them. "The battle will never cease io rage around the 
question of Saul's conversion so long as Christianity has a 
Yo ice raised against it" (p. 50). 

Sir Vi'. 1\1. Ramsay is far and away the foremost leader in 
Pauline studies. His researches are based chiefly upon history, 
and nry slightly upon philosophy. That is eminently a 
British trait. It has also been the foundation of many another 
British success. If Ramsay had lived in Germany he would 
ha,-e studied first to invent a philosophy, and upon the basis 
of this philosophy he would have reconstructed the life and 
works of Paul. The achievement of Sir W. M. Ramsay re
minds one of the advances that have lately been made in 
Mathematics beyond the learning of Euclid, and in Logic be
yond the learning of Aristotle. That way lies in the East. Go 
thou and do likewise. But it seems almost impossible for feats 
of that kind to be performed outside of Great Britain. 

I seem to be most enamored with the chapter on "Saul Learn
ing Christianity". If I am any judge the author has done his 
finest work in Chapter IV. At least he appeals to me most 
successfully in that place. It is here that the scientific theolo
gian appears to the best advantage. Here is fineness of learning 
and dignity of consideration. Next to Chapter IV. I have been 
attracted by the Chapter on "Paul the Teacher of the Churches" 
( Ch. IX.). The treatment of the "Statesmanship of Paul" in 
his struggle with the forces arrayed against him at Corinth is 
,·ery engaging, to say nothing of the careful discussion of the 
question of a "lost letter". 

"I am yerily a man which am a Jew, born in Tarsus, a city 
in Cilieia, yet ]Jrought up in this city" (Acts 22 :3). The 
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criticism of the Acts is so elusive and so difficult that I fear 
to take a hand in it. However, I must lay more stress on the 
above passage than Professor Robertson. If Paul was brought 
up in Jerusalem, it appears to me likely that he was brought up 
by his father and mother. Did the entire family to which he 
belonged depart from Tarsus and settle in Jerusalem? That 
was likely true of the father and mother and of one sister. 
Possibly there may have been other sisters and brothers in J e
rusalem. How old was Paul when he quitted Tarsus? Could 
he have been a child in the nurse's arms? 

May not that be the reason why "the life at Tarsus still re
mains obscure to us", and why he was "loyal to the traditions 
of Palestine?" But one is surprised at the small amount of 
Latin culture that Paul obtained in Jerusalem. It made a poor 
show beside the Greek culture that he possessed. Did he write 
the Epistle to the Romans in Greek because he had but little 
Latin? or because the persons to whom it was addressed had but 
little Latin? 

"In the mind of Paul a universalized Hellenism coalesced 
with a universalized Hebraism." This is a suggestion of Ram
say which Prof. Robertson cites on two occasions (p. 22 and p. 
72). It opens wide vistas of development. It has a sug
gestion of cosmopolitanism, and the deep religiosity which 
Paul displayed could have flourished only with difficulty in an 
atmosphere of cosmopolitanism. 

There were no apostles in the church at Antioch at the time 
when Paul and Barnabas were separated to the work of missions. 
The only officers mentioned were prophets and teachers ( Acts 
13 :1). Paul and Barnabas were first called apostles at Iconium, 
and later at Lystra (Acts 14 :4 and Aots 14 :14). Could it be 
possible that both of these were Apostles in one and the same 
sense, and that both arose to that dignity only after the tri
umphs of their first missionary journey? 

When I read Hausrath's "Viercapitel Brief des Paulus an die 
Corinther", many years ago, I became attached to the view that 
2 Cor. Chs. 10-13 must be the so-called "lost letter", and that 
'l'itus bore that letter from him to the Corinthians. I have gone 
over the question again with Professor Robertson, and with en-
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t.ire re:-pect to better judgments I yet incline to that opm1on. 
There are difficulties in any position that may be assumed, but 
the view of Hausrath still commends itself to my mind. 

Following the authority of the Index, I count forty-two refer
ences to Ramsay, twelve to Findlay, tweh-e to Sabatier and eight 
to Stalker. These indicate the authorities upon which the 
m1thor has chiefly leaned. They are all modern and eminent 
men. Xo scholar among us is better endowed and equipped 
to ;:tand in the company of these and other fine authorities, 
or is more entitled to speak his judgment before them. He has 
reflected credit upon himself and upon us all. Let us hope that 
his work will be received with the favor that it deserves in our 
C1wn country and in other lands. The supreme lesson of it: 
"Xo ,rnrd about Paul is complete that does not lay stress upon 
his mysticism," is repeated upon the closing page so that all 
may di;.cover it; and on many other pages. It was that which 
gan Paul fame and usefulness. It made him the greatest in
terpreter of the life and teachings of Jesus. It has made the 
fortune of many another man. 

The ,olume is an admirable specimen of the book-maker's 
art, but some errors have been overlooked in the printing. On 
page 116, five lines from the bottom, the word "off" has been 
omitted; on page 136, five lines from the bottom, the word 
Galatians has been misspelled; on page 145, line seven from the 
top, the word Epistles is in the plural when it should be in the 
singular number, and in the Index, page 329, Findlay is writ
ten Findley. 

The book is a monument "To the Memory of John D. Rob
ertson, Brother Beloved and Servant of Christ". It would af
ford some compensation for untimely decease if one could but 
have his name and worth perpetuated by such a tribute. 

\VILLIAM H. WHITSITT. 
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The Beginnings of Gospel Story, a Historico-critical Inquiry into the 
Sources and Structure of the Gospel according to )lark, with ex
pository notes upon the Text for Eng~ish Readers. By Benjamin 
Wisner Bacon, D.D., LL.D., Buckingham Professor of New Testa
ment Criticism and Exegesis in Yale University. New Haven, 
,Connecticut. Yale University Press. 

The general character of this work may be judged from the 
following from the preface: "The real interest of our time lies 
no longer in the exact apprehension of the sense the writer of 
70-90 A. D. may have given to the evangelistic tradition. We 
no longer attempt to say, Thus the sacred writer concei..-ed the 
event to have been, therefore thus it was; for we have four 
sacred historians, no two of whom conceive the event in just the 
same way. The point of real interest for our time is at least 
a generation earlier. What was the event which gave rise to 
the story? Through what phases has the tradition passed to 
acquire its canonical form? Such have been the burning ques
tions of modern scholars in respect to the historic origins of the 
Christian faith, and the intelligent layman is entitled to ex
pect that he shall not be put off with mere exegesis. He will 
not be satisfied to be told, Such and such is the sacred "ITTiter's 
meaning. He demands an opinion on the question, \Vas it so, 
or was it not so? What was the common starting point from 
which the varying forms of the tradition diverge? 

It has been the endeavor of the present commentary to give 
an answer to such questions with absolute frankness, without 
mental reservation, in terms intelligible even to the student 
unfamiliar with Greek and ignorant of the course of technical 
discussion, leaving it to the reader himself to decide whether the 
discussion of such questions is serviceable to religious faith." 

The method applied, that of "pragmatic values," is thus ex
plained: "The key to all genuinely scientific appreciation of 
biblical narrative, whether in Old Testament or New, is the 
recognition of motive. The motive of the biblical writers in 
reporting the tradition current around them is never strictly 
historical, but always aetiological, and frequently apologetic. 
• • · • It follows that a judgment of the modifications which the 
tradition, or any part of it, may have undergone, to haw any 
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n1lue, must take account of the actual conditions, the environ
ment. under whieh the tradition developed to its present form. 
Herein lies the occasion for applying to the criticism of the 
Gospels the same principle which the great Graf-Kuenen school 
applied to the historical tradition of the Old Testament." 

This means, of course, that this particular type of criticism 
has now come over to the New Testament, as has long been 
,ceen to be inevitable. Wellhausen himself entered the New 
Te,;tament field some ;years ago and Professor Bacon follows 
jauntily in his steps. And with what result? 

·Kell, we han long been familiar with the symbols E, J, P, 
D, R, etc., in Old Testament discussions. Here we are intro
duced to P ( an early Petrine narrative), Q ( a document 
not necessarily the Logia, combining some narrative with a type 
of teaching which giYes a strongly humanitarian view of Jesus), 
Q"'T and QL• (sources used independently by Matthew and 
Luke), X ( an unknown source), and R ( the actual author of 
our second Gospel, a man of the radical Pauline type). To 
such symbols there can be no possible objections. They are 
convenient and enable one to state in clear and simple fashion 
hi:3 opinion of the sources and purpose of the book. Professor 
Bacon's general view of this Gospel is that it was produced be
tween 70 and 75 A. D., and that the author, a thorough-going 
Paulinist, used the current common source of Matthew and 
Luke ( Q) to embellish and supplement an earlier and simpler 
narratin which, not from tradition only, but from its intrinsic 
characteristics, may be appropriately designated as Petrine (P). 

This the Professor holds in substantial harmony with the 
now common synoptic theory that Mark forms the literary 
groundwork of Matthew and Luke, who however independently 
of each other added to it other material borrowed from Q. Mat
thew he would date soon after Mark. 

And how about the historical reliability of the book? We 
have become familiar with the tenns legend, myth, error, ew., 
ir1 Old Testament discussions. Does Mark fare any better? 
A few brief quotations will suffice for answer: 

"The account gi.Yen by R of the Baptist's fate is in the high
e.0 t degree inaccurate and legendary"-"the very pattern of 
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legend." Evidence of this appears "in the flagrant historical 
enors." "A more complete tissue of absurdities would he hard 
to frame than the story thus interjected by :\lark." So much 
for the historicity of Mark's account of the Baptist's death. 
Similar quotation might be made touching the experiences of 
.Terns on the cross. The cry ':My God, my God, why hast thou for
saken me' "has no real place in history. "It is an interpretation 
in terms of Ps. 22 :1 of v. 37" following-"And Je,,us uttered a 
loud voice, and gave up the ghost." This, of course, is the 

_ kind of thing that Strauss indulged in so fully. They be
lieved that Jesus was :Messiah and began to credit to him all 
the things that in their judgment the Scriptures predicted of 
the Messiah. The account of the resurrection fares little better. 
In this ·gospel the early Petrine narrative "is becoming less 
spiritual and more crassly material." 

It is unnecessary to indicate. more fully the author's attitude 
on the historical reliability of this gospel. According to him, 
the gospel is written by an ardent Paulinist, who, in defence of 
Paulinism, feels free to ascribe to Jesus words and deeds that 
have no real historical foundation, to lay hold on any floating 
story, embellish it to suit his purpose especially with Old Testa
ment psalm or story and incorporate it in the life of Jesus. 

Of course, if these things are true, we must accept them, what
eYer the consequences may be. But are they proved? Not here, 
certainly. Assertions are made, but no demonstrations are 
giYen. Professor Bacon, however, does not profess to give pro
resi:;es and reasons, but only results. That, strange to say, is un
commonly common, with the result that it is not easy to get into 
one's hands a clear simple statement of the reasons. One cannot 
but think that it is mostly assertion. It is time that the actual 
reasons were stated in such a way that the ordinary man can 
see and weigh them. It is surprising to find how flimsy the 
reasons often prove to be. 

For example: anachronisms are here freely charged. One is 
that Mark places the title "Son of Man" in the mouth of Jesus 
in the story of the paralytic. The author believes that the sig
nificance attached to the title in this passage is the one un
derstood by ChriEtians forty years later, and that it could not 
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hm·e been understood by the bystanders at the time. But sup
pose we grant that the bystanders did not so understand; does 
that proye that Jesus could not ha,·e used it? Certainly not if 
the gospels themseh-es are of any weight in such a matter, for 
they represent him again and again as saying things which were 
not undeI'i!tood at the time. Moreover, what is there impossible 
or improbable in the idea that Jesus uttered words that would 
stir enquiry, as this nry term evidently did, or that would have 
light thrown on them by the very action he was about to per
form? Neither Professor Bacon nor anyone else is justified in 
charging any reputable author with anachronism, unless he can 
support it with clearer proof than this. Mark has a right to 
protest against that kind of treatment, and none of the cases 
of anachronism here alleged are any better supported than this. 

It is quite understood that Professor Bacon regards historical 
accuracy as unnecessary to the conveyance of a religious mes
sage. But there are cases here where even the religious message 
is represented as distorted. Surely the atonement comes very 
near the heart of religion. Commonly these days Paul is repre
sented as the one who has switched us off the track of the clear 
ethics of Jesus. Professor Bacon finds in Mark ( or rather R, 
for he may or may not be Mark), one who outdoes Paul in 
this. Take this quotation, for example: "Paul never employs 
this Isaian 'Scripture' (Isaiah 53) and avoids the immoral 
i:rudity of the preposition 'instead of' (anti) by which the view 
is eA1)ressed." Is that quite ingenuous? Nay, is it true? In 
1 Tim. 2 :6 Paul uses the expression d.YTO,vrpov v1rEp 1rcfvrwv. More
OYer, does not the logic of 1 Cor. 5 :14f require the substitution
ary thought as being at least involved in wlp. On the same 
page (149) we are told that "contrary to a widespread impres
f'ion the comparison implied in the word here rendered ransom 
is unknown to Paul," that "the stem occurs nowhere in the 
Pauline Epistles but Tit. 2 :14." But what about 1 Tim. 2 :6 
already referred to? 'l'here is a compound of this very word. 
And ha.-; the Professor never read Col. 1 :14, Eph. 1 :7, nor the 
great c-lassieal passage Rom. 3 :24f? Assertions like that are 
simply amazing. 

Further, any unsophisticated reader would surely be sur-
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prised, after reading the author's criticism of Mark here, to be 
informed that Matthew uses the very same preposition in 
20:28. 

The learned Professor is flatly wrong here. He becomes ab
surd when on p. 156 he represents Matthew, so misrepresenting 
the facts as to make .Jesus ride two animals because, forsooth, he 
uses the words "an ass, and a colt the foal of an ass." 

The fact is like too many critics of the day, Professor Bacon 
sees mistakes altogether too easily. He is entirely too dogmatic 
in many places. He illustrates repeatedly how extremes meet, 
for he becomes wildly allegorical in his interpretations. Hia 
work would make disappointing reading for an intelligent 
Sunday school teacher who might come to it seeking help for 
his class. And it will be out of date very shortly. Otherwise 
it would be worth while to point out the misprint of 4 for 5 at 
the top of page 61. Yet one cannot but admire the industry 
which is shown on every page and regret that it is not more 
wisely directed. J. H. F AR:\!ER. 

The Participle in the Book of Acts. By Charles Bray Williams. The 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago. Pp. 80. Paper. Price, 
postpaid, $0.54. 

The work is divided into two nearly equal parts, the one 
carefully collating and clearly presenting the facts concerning 
the use of the participle in the book, the other giving the in
ferences to be deduced from these facts. The author shows ex
cellent scholarship and his inferences are drawn with good 
judgment. The result is a creditable and valuable piece of 
work which must be reckoned with by anyone who deals "ith 
the authorship and sources of the book. 

Touching authorship, Mr. Williams reaches the following 
conclusions: "The similarity between the participial u;;age of 
the two books (the Third Gospel and Acts) is so great, notwith
standing different kinds of sources in the two, as to point un
mistakably to one author for the two books." "The participial 
nsage seems to substantiate, in a collateral way, the ro11<:ln~ion 
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tlrnt the orip:in.11 author of the '"' e' sections is also the final 
nnthor of the Book of Acts." "If Luke the physician and 
mi,-,-ionary companion of Paul be the author of the Third 
C~o,-pel, then it is very likely from the participial usage, that he 
is the author of the '\Ye' sections and of the Book of Acts." 

As to sources, the author -accepts four main sources as in har
mony n·ith the participial usage. These are: The Jen·ish-Chris
tifln written source, the Hellenistic-Christian written source, the 
,,·re' document, and unwritten Jewish-Christian tradition. 

The author adopts the three-fold classification of participles
the ascriptiYe, adnrbial, and complementary. Personally, I 
should prefer, since the participle is a verbal-adjective, to make 
;cimply the two-fold diYision adjectival and verbal and classify 
the complementary under the latter. There is no addition made 
to our knowledge of grammar here. Professor Williams rightly 
accepts the view that the participle in itself denotes only the 
,:tate of the action and that the time must be judged from the 
context. In si.-..: passages he regards the present participle as 
referring to future action. He does not commit himself on 
the question as to whether the aorist ever refers to subsequent 
action except in 25 :13, which he regards however as a false 
reading for the future. That, however, is easily explainable as 
identical action. 

On the whole this is a thorough and satisfactory dissertation, 
and is sure to find a place in the library of every one who 
wishe;; access to important facts touching the language of the 
Kew Testament. J. H. FARMER. 

Jesus of :Sazareth-A Life. By S. C. Bradley. Boston, Sherman, 
French & Co. Pp. 575. Price, $2.00. 

It is fir~t to be noted that this is not a "life," in a proper 
~ense of the word. It is merely a romance of such a sort of that 
to any reverent reader the effect cannot but be painful, and to 
the uninstructed or unthinking it may be dangerously mislead
ing. The fact;; as to .Jesus which the Gospels furnish are either 
iguon::cl t'.ntirely or are prei5ented in such a fashion as to make a 
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wholly erroneous impression. It can only be said that, great a;, 
may sometimes seem, the difficulties which the Problem of 
Jesus presents according to the view of him which the ages have 
held, they are incomparably less than would be presented, did 
we think that such an one as we are shown in this book had been 
ihe founder of Christianity and the 1faster of apostles, martyrs 
and saints. DAVID FosTER EsTES. 

At Jesus' Feet. By J. R. Gunn, author of "Redemption of Destitute 
Childho-od." 1908. The Anderson Printing Co., :\-!aeon, Ga. 
Pp. 183. 

In this book the young and earnest pastor of the Baptist 
Church of Madison, Ga., gives to the world sixteen discourses, 
the book taking its title from the first, which fairly suggests the 
preacher's temper throughout. He has chosen important topics, 
in worthy contrast to the merely novel, or at best unimportant 
subjects often chosen by preachers in these days. "Divine 
Authority and Power of Jesus," "Discipleship," "The Child' 5 

Saviour," "The Immortality of the Soul," are sample themes, 
and these really important subjects are treated in a simple, 
direct, earnest manner and style which cannot but be attractive 
and helpful to many. The author says of these discourses in his 
preface: "The blessing of God was upon them in their delivery, 
and many of my congregation have testified of the help re
ceived. I am sending them forth with the hope and prayer that 
He whom they seek to honor will continue to use them in a 
wider sphere." Doubtless this hope will be gratified. 

DAVID FOSTER ESTES. 

The Teaching of Jesus About the Future According to the Synoptic 
Gospels. By Henry Burton Sharman, Ph.D., Instructor in New 
Testament History and Literature in the University of Chicago. 
University of Chicago Press. 1909. Pp. xiv., 382. Price, $3.26 
•postpaid. 

The object of the author is to ascertain the exact teaching of 
Jesus in ref ere nee to the events "subsequent to the final sever-
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ancc of relations between Jesus and his disciples." The method 
is painstaking in the extreme. Holding that it is possible to 
identify the documents used in the composition of the Synoptic 
Gospels, the author first identifies as such documents: (1) a 
document identical in large part with our Gospel of Mark; (2) 
a Galilean document used by both Matthew and Luke, and 
eontaining the material standing in Luke 3:7-15, 17, 18; 4:2b-
13 (14, 15), 16-30; 5:1-11; G:20-49; 7:1-8:3; (3) a document 
<"alled the Perean document, also used by both Matthew and 
Luke, and in whole or part identical with Luke 9 :51-18 :14 and 
18 :1-28: (4) a document used by Matthew but not by Luke, 
presumably the Logia of Matthew; and ( 5) additional sources 
used by the first and third evangelists. 

These rnrious documents are compared with each other, and 
the materials not found in our Gospels are compared with the 
documents in a first chapter occupying a hundred pages. Then 
on the basis of this comparison, the alleged teachings of Jesus 
are considered in minute detail in reference to the Destruction 
of Jerusalem, the Rise of Messianic Claimants and the Son of 
:M:an, the Final Discourse of Jesus on the Future, the Day of 
Judgment, Life after Death, the Kingdom of God and The 
Church and its Institutions. The result of this prolonged and 
detailed comparison of passage with passage is to show that the 
author of this book fails to accept as really the teaching of Jesu5 
mueh whieh is gfren as such in the Gospels. 
• The chief criticism to be made on this work relates to its ex
treme subjectivity. 'l'here is no possible way in which the con
dusions of the author can be proved true or untrue either as to 
the extent of the documents or as to their character in general 
or in detail. Using the same material and method another 
seholar might come to markedly different conclusions. While 
the book is admirably printed, and is valuable as an illustration 
of the methods which it employs, any readers other than trained 
and independent students may easily overestimate the finality 
and c-onsequently the value of the results which it attains. To 
Yery many the probability of error on the part of a modern 
student would seem immensely greater than on the part of an 
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nncient investigator working with the carefulness which Luke 
claimed for himself. DAVID FOSTER ESTEB. 

Among the Gospels and Acts. Being Notes and Comments Covering 
the Life of Christ in the Flesh and the First Thirty Years' His
tory of His Church. By Peter Ainslie. Baltimore, Temple 
Seminary Press, 1908. Pp. 405. Price, $1.50. 

The author of this book has for seventeen years been min
ister of the Christian Temple, Baltimore, and is widely known 
as an earnest and effective worker. In this book he attempl:o 
"to make a practical classification of the material in the Gospels 
and the Acts," and accompanies this classification with various 
geogrnphical, historical and theological notes and comments. 
'fhe work makes no pretence at learning or originality, but is 
f'imple, almost commonplace and superficial in character. Yet 
from this very fact it may be helpful to a greater number of 
persons than if it were more formal, fresh and thorough. 

The author begins his book with a quotation from a private 
letter of the late President Grover Cleveland, which deser.-es 
to be widely read and marked. He wrote: "I very much hope 
that in sending out this book you will do something to invite 
more attention among the masses of our people to the study 
of the New Testament and the Bible as a whole. It seems to 
me that in these days there is an unhappy falling off in our ap
preciation of this study. I do not believe as a people that we 
can afford to allow our interest in and veneration for the Bible 
to abate. I look upon it as the source from which those who 
study it in spirit and truth will derive strength of character, a 
realization of the duty of citizenship, and a true apprehension 
of ·the power and wisdom and mercy of God." 

DAVID FOSTER ESTES. 

The Acts of the Apostles. An Exposition by Richard Belward Rack
ham, M.A., of -the Community of the Resurreotion. Fourth 
Edition. 1909. Pages cxvi., 524. :Methuen & Co., 36 Essex 
Street, London, England; Edwin S. Gorham, Fourth Avenue 
and Twentieth Street, New York. 

The first edition came out in 1901 and now a fourth is de-
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man<lcd. The book has proYen itself to be useful. It is particular-
1:· timely, this new edition, since the Sunday school lessons for 
1909 concern themseh-es largely with Acts. 'l'he plan of the book 
makes it specially serYiceable to Sunday school teachers since 
i: is in •the nature of a flowing narratiYe rather than of detailed 
comment on separate points. The style is clear and the scholar
ship unquestioned. The Yolume belongs to the Westminster 
Series of Commentaries edited by Dr. Walter Locke, Warden 
of Keble College, Oxford. The introduction itself covers a 
hundred pages and is Yery satisfactory indeed. He argues for 
the early date of Acts while Luke was with Paul in Rome about 
A. D., 63. This has always seemed to me the most sensible 
,-ie'II, and eYen Harnack considers it possible. Rackham 
dirides the book into two parts, the Acts of Peter (I.-XII.) 
and the Acts of Paul (XIII.-XXVIII.). There is some justifi
cation for this, though, of course, Peter is not the leading figure 
in all t'lleh-e chapters. I do not agree to the view (p. 246) that 
Paul circumcised Titus, but Rackham is not alone in that view. 
The beautiful map of the Eastern Mediterranean is secured 
from Ramsay's St. Paul the Traveller. The book is a worthy 
treatment of a great subject and will edify anyone who is inter
ested in the Acts of the Apostles. That ought to mean every 
reader of this notice. A. T. RoBERTSON. 

High Priesthood and Sacrifice. An Exposition of the Epistle to the 
H€brews. By William Porcher DuBose, M.A., S. T. D., Professor 
of Exegesis in the University of the 1South. Longmans, Green 
& Co., New York. 1908. Pages 248. 

Dr. DuBose has made an international reputation as an ex
ponent of the theology of the New Testament. His previous 
books (Soteriology of the New Testament, The Gospel in the 
Gospels, The Gospel According to Saint Paul) ,have attracted 
wide attention by reason of the independence of treatment, the 
grasp and power manifest, the spiritual insight shown. Dr. 
DuBose is not merely a great scholar in the technical sense. He 
has his own point of view and is able to go over familiar 
ground and see what is plain enough, but what most scholars 
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pass by. lie is at his very best in the exposition of Hebrew,, a 
very congenial task. "The New Testament too far transcends 
the possible meaning of the Old to be ever a mere interpreta
tion of it" (p. 12). "There is nothing more reassuring upon 
the point of the deep 5-piritual unity and inspiration of the 
New Testament than the unanimity with which its writers stand 
upon the supreme significance and necessity of the death of 
Jesus Christ" (p. 15). "\Ve cannot overestimate, we cannot 
sufficiently value, the supreme importance of the Old Testa
ment for the proper understanding of the New" (p. 49). Let 
those extracts serve as samples of the spirit and temper of a 
really great book. It will repay any man's careful study. 

A. T. RoBERTso~. 

Fellowship in the Life Eternal. An Exposition of the Epistles of 
St. John. By George G. Findlay, D. D. Hodder & Stoughton, 
London and New York. The Geo. H. Doran Co., New York. 
Pages 431. Price, $2.50 net. 

Prof. Findlay is well known as a writer on Paul and the 
author of various excellent commentaries in the Expositors' 
Bible, and other books. He is able, careful, well-balanced. 
The very best qualities of his work are manifest in the present 
splendid interpretation of the Epistle of John. Westcott is 
supreme for the Greek text, though Rothe and Li.icke are still 
valuable. But the student of the English and Greek has ;~ 
treasu~e in Prof. Findlay's new contribution. It is beautifully 
printed and a pleasure to read. Dr. Findlay thinks that 2 John 
was addressed to a church and that 3 John, though to Gains, 
really went to the same church. This fact,· if a fact, would 
throw some light on the jealous hostility of Diotrephes. It is :1 

delightful volume. A. T. RoBERTsox. 

St. Paul's Epistles to Colossae and Laodicea. The Epistle to the 
Col!ossians viewed in relation to the Epistles to the Ephesians. 
With Introduction and Notes by John Rutherford, B. D., Ren
frew. Edinburg, T. & T. Clark; New York. Chas. Scribner's 
Sons. 1908. Pp. 207. 

We have here a fresh and striking treatment of two of Paul's 
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m0.~t in tere!'ting Epistles. 'l'here is a good introduction. 'l'he 
(~reek text of both Epistles is printed in parallel columns, as is 
the English translation. The comments are very suggestive. 
The ne"- linguistic knowledge is drawn on to good purpose. 
The sketch of the Colossian heresy is well done. On the 
"-hole one has only praise for the volume. 

A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Paulus, der Apostel der Heiden. Von Dr. K. F. Noesgen. Verlag van 
C. Bertelsmann, Giitersloh, Germany. 1908. S. 83. Pr. 60 Pf. 

This excellent title book belongs to a series of Biblische 
Y olksbiicher called "Fiir Gottes W ort und Luther's Lehr." 
It is under the editorship of Dr. Johann Rump, of Breslau. 
The title indicates that it is a protest against the Volksbiicher 
of the German radicals. The battle rages in Germany and the 
real Protestantism is not without loyal exponents. The present 
Yolume is an a:ble piece of work by the well known scholar, Dr. 
~oesgen, of Rostock. He does not discuss Paul's life as a 
whole, but rather the call as Apostle to the Heathen. This 
phase of his career is handled with clearness and force. The 
concluding se~tion is devoted to the Gospel which Paul took 
to the heathen and the power of that Gospel in the succeeding 
centuries. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

The Cross in Christian Experience. By Rev. W. M. Clow, B. D., Glas
gow, Scotland. Hodder & Stoughton, London; -Gee. H. Doran 
Co., New York. 1908. Pages 323. 

The Cross of Christ is here set forth in a wonderful manner. 
It is a series of sermons delivered on the occasion of the cele
bration of the Lord's Supper. They relate the atonement to 
the facts of life. The discourses are fresh and forceful. The 
reader is borne along with interest and his assent goes with the 
:c,1ory presentation of the evangelical faith. The book has met 
,Yith a fine reception and it deserves it. It feeds the soul. 

A. T. RoBERTSON, 
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A Commentary on the Holy Bible. By various writers. Edited by 
the Rev. J. R. Dummelow, M.A., Queen's College, Cambridge. 
Complete in one volume, with general articles and maps. The 
Macmillan Co., New York. 1909. Pages cliii., 1092. Price, 
$2.50 net. 

A great undertaking is here successfully accomplished. The 
general articles give the new facts of modern scholarship. 
Various denominations are represented, but the Baptist position 
on baptism is avoided. The critical position is on the whole 
conservative with some variations. Much space is saved by not 
printing the Scripture text. A. T. RoBERTSO:N". 

Jesus and the Gospel. Christianity Justifl:ed in the :Mind of Christ. 
By James Denney, D. D., Professor of New Testament Language, 
Literature and Theology, United Free Church College, Glas
gow; author of "The Death of Christ." New York. A. C. Arm
strong & Son. 19·09. Pages 368. Price, $2.00 net. 

Here is a serious, candid, able confronting of the real prob
lems of modern thought in relation to Christianity. Each age 
has its own problems in addition to some inherited from the 
past. Time settles much. Dr. Denney knows what is vital, 
what is pertinent, what is worth while. If we can make sure of 
Jesus and his mission and message, all the rest follows that is 
worth holding on to. It is to this central problem of Christ 
and his own interpretation of himself that Dr. Denney ad
dresses himself. He comes to his task with a complete mastery 
of the modern attacks upon Christ and the New Testament as 
the interpretation of Jesus. That is shown at every turn. Dr. 
Denney takes nothing for granted. He undertakes on purely 
critical and rational grounds to justify the Gospel as set forth 
in the New Testament. Any one familiar with modern Biblical 
criticism will understand at once that a very formidable task is 
before the author. But he does not flinch. He moves with 
sure foot through the mazes of synoptic criticism, through the 
Acts and the Epistles. He finds solid ground. He convinces 
the reader not merely of his sincerity, of his competency, but 
al~o of his success in his great undertaking. This is the book to 
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put into the hands of a man who has been shaken by skeptical 
criticism. This is the book for the minister who wishes a mod
._.rn ar~enal for modern critiC'al warfare. The book is not to 
be read in a hurry. It is too pa<'ked with solid thought for 
chat. It will repay slow, leisurely reading and will bear fruit 
for many days. "·hat a contribution Dr. Denney has made 
to the heart of the Gospel by "The Death of Christ" and now 
by "Je,ms and the Gospel"! It is a joy to know that the new 
volume is selling well. It will bless every reader. • 

A. T. ROBERTSON. 

The P!hilology of the Greek Bi.ble. Its Present and Future. By 
Adolph Deissmann, D. Theol., D. D., Professor of New Testa
ment Exegesis in the University of Berlin. Hodder & Stough
ton, London. Gtio. H. Doran Co., New York. 1908. Pages 147. 

Prof. Dlessmann made a series of lectures to the Cambridge 
Summer School of the J<"'ree Churches (July and August, 1907). 
These lectures were first printed in The Expositor and were 
afterwards put into book form. The book is one of great inter
est to all students of the Greek Bible and gives in the handiest 
and clearest form the chief facts about the new knowledge con
cerning the Greek of the New Testament. The discussion of 
the literature of the subject is a specially valuable feature. The 
rnlume will serYe as stimulus and also guide to many students. 

A. T. RoBERTSON. 

Zum ,·erstandnis des Apostel Paulus. Von K. Kohler. Ver-. 
lag von Priebatsch's Buchhandlung, Breslau, Germany. 1908. 
S. 20. Pr. 30 Pf. 

This pamphlet gfres a very just and well-balanced survey of 
the elements that went into the making of Paul. Dr. Koehler 
treats Paul's Jewish Inheritance, his Greek Inheritance, his 
Origi.nal Christian Inheritance, and then discusses the relation 
between Paul a11d Jesus. It is really astonishing to find so 
mueh of rnlue in such a small paper. A. T. ROBERTSON. 
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Vollstiindiges Griechisch-Deutsches Handworterbuch zu den 
Schriften des Neuen Testaments und der iibrigen urchristlichen 
Llteratur. Von D. Dr. Erwin Preuschen. Dritte Lieferung, S. 
322-480; Vierte Lieferung, S. 481-640. Verlag von Alfred 
Topelmann, Giessen, Germany. 1909. Pr. 1 :.\1. 80 Pf. fiir eine 
Lieferung. 

It is a pleasure to note how rapidly Dr. Preuschen is getting 
on with his New Testament Lexicon. He is now as far as 
Kvp1,11Ko~. Some of the most interesting words come in thi~ 
8ection like ,1r{, lva, KaTa. One is only anxious for the time 
when the entire book will be complete. It is to be noted that 
the columns ( two to a page) are numbered, not the pages. This 
method makes the reference more exact. 

A. T. RoBERTso~. 

Einfiihring in das Griechische Neue Testament. Von Eberhard 
Nestle. Dritte, umgearbeitete Auflage. Mit 12 Handschriften 
Tafeln. Vandenhoe_ck und Rupredht, Goettingen, Germany. 
Lemcke and ·Buechner, New York. 1909. S. 298. Pr. :\1. 4.80, 
ge,b. M. 5.80. 

The continued demand for Nestle's excellent "Introduction" 
is attested by the third edition, now published. It is indeed a 
most complete and satisfactory treatment of the subject of 
textual criticism. There is a full presentation of all the salient 
facts, with a satisfactory bibliography on every important 
point. Dr. Nestle is master of detail, and the present volume 
shows well his good points of exact and painstaking scholar
ship. The :ijrst edition was translatea. into English, as the third 
one probably will be. The book will be welcomed by many 
students. A. T. RoBERTsox. 

Studies in the Gospel of John Pl'epare<l For Readers of the English 
New Testament. Designed for Use in Bible Classes, Prayer 
Meetings and Private Study. By George P. Eckman, D. D., Cin
nati. 1907. Jennings and Graham, New York. Eaton and 
Mains. First Series. Chapters I-XII. Pp. xvi.+303. $1.00 
net. 

This volume contains twenty-six "studie:3'' as used by the 
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author in his own work. One can easily understand that their 
~uecess encouraged their publication. They will be full of sug
ge::-tion to many H pastor for similar work with his own congre
gation. They will provide some material for prayer meeting 
llddresses and for sermons. Of exposition in the strict sense 
not much will be found, and in no degree will this book serve 
a" a criticsl commentary. It is practical and is more in the-' 
nature of adaptation and application than of exposition. There 
i~, howenr, full recognition of the progress of the thought and 
good analyses of this thought. 

The style of treatment is rigidly uniform. Each "study" has 
a summary statement of the "argument;" an outline of cir
cmrn,tances and thought of the passage with notes of extempore 
comments and elaboration; citation of a hymn with one stanza 
quoted; "Personal Questions," usually two, sometimes three; 
a '·homily" on some subject and text drawn from the passage. 
This "homily" consists in remarks, illustrations, quotat_ions, ap
plication. 

On the whole the work is splendidly done, and those who 
c:are for this sort of thing will be greatly pleased with this 
·work. W. 0. CARVER. 

Expositions of Holy Scripture. Fourth Series (six volumes). Psalms 
( two vols.), Ezekiel and Daniel and the Minor Prophets, Luke 
( two vols.), Romans. By Alexander Maclaren, D. D., Litt. D. 
New York. A. C. Armstrong & Son. 1909. Price, $7.50 for 
the set of six volumes. 

One hardly knows what to say in the presence of this mag
nificent collection of volumes from the pen of Dr. Maclaren. 
Every Yolume is pure wheat. There is no chaff. They are ex
po;;itory sermons of the highest order. The main feeling that 
I haYe is that of gratitude to God for the gift of Dr. Maclaren 
to the world and for the carryin~ to completion of this noble 
enterprise. A. T. ROBERTSON. 
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II. COMPARA'rIVE RELIGION AND MISSIO:N'S. 

Science and Immortality. By Sir Oliver Lodge, F. R. S. New York, 
Moffatt, Yard & Co. 1909. 300 pp. Price, ~2.00 net. 

This volume is suggestive, highly useful and-very disap
pointing. The disappointment is partly in the discursory and 
disconnected character of the discussions; for the author de
ceives himself when he fancies that he has been able "to develop 
a continuous treatment" by revising, rewriting, adding to, anfl 
amending articles written for the Hibbert Journal and the 
Contemporary Review. These articles were not originally in
tended to constitute parts of a whole, and it is impossible not 
to see only a mechanical connection now-there is no real 
unity. 

But the disappointment is even deeper. bir Oliver Lodge's 
name with such a title as is assigned this work awakens great 
expectations. In the superficial but very real and very import
ant conflict between theology and science the approaches toward 
reconciliation usually have been made by the theologians and 
have been met with the sneer that they did not know science. 
Now when one of the foremost authorities in the scientific world 
makes an approach toward theology from the scientific side anrl 
proposes to enter the most sacred precinct of immortality, those 
most deeply interested in religion wait with expectant joy. In 
this work we soon find that our scientist does not know theology 
any better, surely, than the theologians know science, and tht1t 
he does not, after all, build any firm passageway from the 
region of scientific thought into the land of the spirit. He mes 
an airship of speculative faith, as the rest of us have done, and 
we are unable to see that his machine is any more strongly 
b~ilt, any more dirigible, any more proof against the storm 
,~mds of "scientific" doubt than those we have been employing 
smce the land of science became so important a little while ago. 

The work has four "sections." Section I. deals with "Science 
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and Faith." Here our author has done his best work, treating 
in three drnpters "The Outstanding ContrO\·ersy," "The Hecon
eiliation, ·, and ''R€ligion, Science and Miracle." It is much lo 
h:n-e ~o eminent a scientist define for us "orthodox science" 
mid de-dare for us that this "orthodox modern science shows us 
n ~elf-contained and self-sufficient uniYerse, not in touch with 
nnything Leyond or aboye itself-the general trend and outline 
of it known-nothing supernatural or miraculous, no inter
wntion of beings other than our:.:eh-es, being conceived possi
ble." .\nd "·hen we are told that science has transcended its lim
its when it denie:.: the reality of the spiritual and mocks at the 
rnlidity of prayer, we are glad to have a sane scientist corrob
orate "·hat we have charged all along. The dogmatic negation 
of a science that is so shifting that it boasts that no book treat
ing scientific subjects is worth anything if ten years old would 
be amusing if it were not serious in its effects on religious valua
tions. Sir OliYer's line of reconciliation offers little that is new 
and nothing that is not speculative, but he rightly sees that "the 
region of true Religion and the region of completer Science are 
one;" that is, if one projects this ideal far enough. But science 
as at present conceiYed must ever be short of religion. When 
our author tells us that "the business of Science * * is with 
foundation; the business of Religion is with superstructure," 
he may ha,e a meaning that will leave truth in the words, but 
he certainly speaks very loosely. What he seems to mean is 
that facts furnish the foundation and that religion is theory. 
But no such distinction is tenable in accurate thinking. 

Particularly suggestive and helpful is the treatment of 
mirac-le and prayer. Section II. deals with "Corporate Worship 
and Service" in four chapters. "The indifference of laymen 
to religion" is explained by the scholastic theology, the archaic 
phraseology, the rigid formality and the manifest insincerity of 
the sen·ice of the English Church. The conflict between "the 
Church and DisS€nt" is dealt with under the heading "Union 
m1d Breadth," and the effort is made to find a scientific expla
nation of the "intrinsically deep-seated" dispute. The author 
deals iconoclastically with the Church's interpretations of the 
ordinances and its exclu13fre assumptions. All this would be 
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grateful enough to one who believes in the free church prin
eiple, if it were only a little more reverent and if it recognized 
lll0re fundamentally the validity of the religiou,; principle. 
But the author's ""uggestiom toward reform" show that he 
holds on to the idea of a State Church as inherently desirable, 
but that a religion of culture would be quite deep enough to 
satisfy his demands. The chapter on "the Church as an engine 
of progress" is not comprehensive, but is searching and in its 
central contention mighty. 

Section III. is where we come upon the thing we got the book 
for, "The Immortality of the Soul." This we find discussed 
under two topics: "The transitory and the permanent," am] 
"The permanence of personality." Here a negative and negat
ing science receives its proper castigation, and on the positive 
side of constructive knowledge something is contributed. The 
author's well-known eff01is to connect with non-incorporated 
spirits has some place here. One thinks Sir Oliver and those 
who agree with him seek in wrong directions for proofs of im
mortality when they would establish it by communications 
from departed souls. Certainly this cannot be our chief re
liance. Our author does not here rely mainly on this argument, 
but argues largely from various abnormal manifestations. The 
reader will find the best statement of the scientific status as to 
immortality in Ladd's Philosophy of Religion, Vol. 4, in con
nection with which the present discussion will be valuable. 

The last four chapters, Section IV., deal with "Science and 
Christianity," and constitute an effort at reconstruction of 
Christian 'fheology in its deepest and most vital doctrines. The 
unsympathetic and sometimes flippant spirit in which Sir 
Oliver deals with doctrines and beliefs. that have stood the test 
of centuries of thought will not commend him as a good teacher 
of religious philosophy. His effort to draw the scientific test on 
the theologians is searching and should be taken under serious 
consideration. 'l'he attack on the physical resurrection of Jesus 
is peculiarly subtle and persuash,e. The author himself, in 
other parts of his work, has unconsciously supplied, in part at 
least, materials for answering his arguments here. The worst 
feature of his discussion lies in the uncertainty in which the 
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whole 1w1lm of spiritual rnlue is left. No criteria are giYen. 
All is left to the personal equation and one would seem to be 
left to belieYe what he will, or nothing if he will. The only 
certainties are that there surely is something real in the spirit 
realm, and we certainly do not know it as it has been under
stood or as it will be known. 

All who are interested in the vital force of religion in an age 
that worships scientific achievement will need to consider care
fully the contents of this Yolume for the weight of authority 
with which it is brought to the mind of our generation. It 
had three printings in four months and will have many more 
in four years. W. 0. CARVER. 

The Scope and Contents of the Science of Anthropology. By June 
Diesernd, A. M., Chicago. The Open Court Publishing Co. 
1908. 20Q pp. Price, $1.00 (?). 

This work is sufficiently described in an amplifying note on 
the title page as being an "historical review, library classification 
and select, annotated bibliography; with a list of the chief pub
lications of leading anthropological societies and museums." 
The author bas had long experience under exceptional oppor
tunities for mastering bis subject, in the Field Columbian 
Museum Library, Chicago, and the Library of Congress, Wash
ington. 

For its purposes the work is invaluable. 
w. 0. CARVER. 

The Religious A.ttitnde and Life in Islam. Being the Haskell Lec
tures on Comparative Religion Delivered Before the University 
of Chicago in 1906. By Duncan Black MacDonald, M.A., B. D. 
Sometime Scholar and Fellow in the University of Glasgow; 
Professor of Semetic Languages in Hartford Theological Semi
nary; Author of Development of Muslim Theology. Jurispru
dence and Constitutional Theory, etc. Chicago. The University 
of Chicago Press. 1909. Pp. xvii.+317. Price, $1.75 net. 

This work undertakes to tell us in ten lectures the various 
methods by which the Muslim undertakes to break through the 
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shell, separating corporeal beings here rn this life from the 
spirit realm lying alongside of us. How the spirits there 
speak to U8 and how we secure messages from them. The value 
of the work consists not so much in its giving us new informa
tion as in its extensive citation and quotation of the Arabic 
sources and in the effort to explain psychologically the variom 
beliefs and practices of the Mohammedans in the more spirit
ual and worshipful elements of their religion. Their faith and 
forms are put in comparison with those of other religions and 
peoples, and this comparative study is very useful. 

Perhaps there should be a fuller recognition that much of 
what we find here belongs rather to primary religious impulse 
than to Islamic faith. If we take into account the peculiarities 
of Semitic religious expression perhaps most of what is here 
treated as Islamic will be found not so much a part of that 
religion as a persistence in that religion of what is common to 
a large section of the race. In the study of the inner life of 
any people we find much that is incorporated with the religion 
that does not belong essentially to the religious system. 

Our author is leading the way here in a field that offers rich 
results for careful research. W. 0. C.-IBVER. 

Daybreak in Turkey. By James L. Barton, D. D., Secretary of the 
American Board, Author of "The Missionary and His Critics," 
"The Unfinished Task of the Christian Church," etc. Boston. 
1908. The Pilgrim Press. Pp. 294. $1.50 net. 

Dr. Barton's book has come from the press at an opportune 
time and has very quickly passed into its second edition. But 
it represents no effort to make merchandise of current interest 
in political movements. Except one chapter the work was pre
pared before the revolution of last July and represents the 
careful study, comprehensive view and accurate statement that 
belong to a competent lecturer before theological seminaries. 

The work is not rendered out of date by the new order in 
Turkey. The author could not foresee, any more than other 
students, that the sun would burst into full shining without 
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the u;;ual period of twilight, but he correctly heralded the dawn. 
"\\-h,,t he ha:- here ,;et down as marks of a new era will prove 
n-dul in understanding the day that burst upon the world in 
Turkey eYen while its prophet was announcing the "day
break .• , 

Dr. Barton, by reason of his official relationship, was emi
nently fitted to see and interpret conditions in Turkey, and in 
the t"·enty-senn brief chapters of this work he gives us glimpse.; 
of all the main features of the Turkish people and conditions, 
nnd all phases of the religious awakening produced by Chris
tian missions. 

Such chapter titles as "Beginnings of Reform," "Leaders, 
Methods and Anathemas," "Intellectual Renaissance," "Relig
ion:- Toleration," suggest how fully 'the author was acquainted 
with the forces that inaugurated the new era. 

_-\. number of Yery high-class illustrations complete the ex-
cellent mechanical appearance of the work. W. 0. CARVER. 

The Mission Study Class Leader. By T. H.P. Sailer. 1908. 140 pp. 
35c paper, 50c cloth. To be had of any of the Foreign Mission 
Boards. 

EYery leader of study classes, every one who is contemplating 
leading such a class or who is willing to contemplat~ leading a 
class; enry pastor who wants to organize classes ought to get 
this book and study it carefully. The growth of mission work 
depends upon growth of interest, and growth of interest depends 
upon study, and study depends upon leadership. This book 
c-ontributes to leadership. W. 0. CARVER. 

The Fact of Sin Viewed Historically and Doctrina.lly. By Rev. N. 
\Vallace Stroup, l\l. A., Author of "The New Switzerland." Cin
cinnati. Jennings and Graham; New York, Eaton arid Mains. 
1908. Pp. 312. $1.00 net. 

This work is timely. The world, especially the thinking, 
prngre~~1Ye world, needs frequently to be reminded of its sin. 
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Julius Muller long ago gave us the classic "Christian Doctrine 
of Sin," but many of us have forgotten his book and some of 
us have not yet seen it. We will more readily take up a 
smaller, fresher volume. Here it is. 

Our author first defines the Fact. Then in three part:'i he 
treats the Fact in Poetry and Philosophy; in History and Re
ligion; in Theology and Thought. 

That outline is attractive and its analysis and development 
fascinate while a vigorous, lucid style draws on. The subject 
is one of supreme importance in religion, whether of thought 
or of life, and this discmsion will serve to emphasize that im
portance, deepen conviction and promote redemption. 

w. 0. CARVER. 

My Father's Business, or a Brief Sketch of the Life and Work of 
Agnes Gibson. By Marian H. Fishe, with Preface by Rev. J. 
Stuart Holden, M.A. China Inland Mission, London and Phila
delphia. xi.+80 pages. Price, 1-6 net. (50c postpaid.) 

A touching, instructive and inspiring account of one of the 
many comparatively unknown heroines of world conquest. 
Miss Gibson must have been a sort of genius, for she achieved 
remarkable results in the masterful direction of one of the C. I. 
M. stations. The biography does not emphasize this side of the 
life, but, as is characteristic of the Mission with which she 
worked, tells rather the spiritual biography. This simple story 
is worth study by any student of life or any lover of the 
"human." '\V. 0. CARVER. 

III. PRACTICAL. 

The Preacher: His Pel'son, Message and Method. By Arthur S. 
Hoyt. The Macmillan Co., New York. 1909. Cloth. 12 mo. 
$1.50 net. 

Should ministers know life, as well as the inside of books and 
theological seminaries, is a question that has been thrust into 
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the foreground of thought and discussion of late, and some 
would haYe us think it has been all to inadequately answered. 

\\'ell, that is one of the liYing questions that finds answer 
in this exC'ellent book of Professor Hoyt of Auburn Theologi<'al 
8erninary, on "The Pread1er." In his judgment the great 
theologians, the men who lrnYe written our commentaries and 
"Billie helps," and the men "i10 haYe taught in our Seminaries, 
lrnYe been too exclusiYely men of the study, men of an intel
lectual and religious class, and not men who have liYed in 
<'Onditions of killing toil and social peril; and so they have not 
been prepared and driYen to find a social remedy in the Gospel. 
At lea:a::t that, as he s0es it, 1s the most charitable way to ac
<'Otmt for the indiYidualistic conception Vl"hich has been s0 
dominant in theology and in the churches. -

This book, if we do not mistake, is one of the signs of a 
blessed change, of new ideals of the ministry, and of ministerial 
education replacing the old. 

Two points made by the author in justification of a new 
book on the Preacher (Preface) shall concern us in this review: 
First, that becam:e of the changed atmosphere of modern lite 
the emphasis now is upon the personal element in preaching. 
His effort, therefore, is to portray the preacher as he ought to be 
in character and habit and to uncover the sources of his author
ity in personality. 

Second, that, if the social consciousness· of the age is to de
Yelope a finer sense of individuality and so a nobler responsi
bility, the preacher must present a Gospel that shall arouse and 
train the conscience and inspire and direct the new social forces 
that are trying to realize the Kingdom of God on earth. In 
other words, it is because the book has primarily to do with the 
personality of the preacher, and insists that his message to be 
authoritatiYe and effective must be a living message, a social 
me;;sage, a message pertinent to the times, that this reviewer 
deals with it in these pages. In so far as it has to do specifically 
with the preparation of sermons, the different forms of sermons, 
etc-., it is left for criticism to the Professor of Homiletics. 

The ,·olume is compact, not only with learning, but with life. 
The author has put into it the best things he himself has 
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thought, as well as many of the best things others have said, 
about the preacher. As a result it is a real contribution to an 
old, but ever new subject. 

'rhe pivotal themes dealt with are, as given in simplest form 
in the subtitle, the Person, the Message and the ::\-Iethod of th0 
Minister. But the bare statement of these great themes can 
give no adequate idea of the richness and suggestiveness of the 
treatment of them in these seventeen well-filled chapters. 

While evincing a mastery of the vast literature of the sub
ject ( each chapter has its special bibliography), the book is re
freshingly free from scholasticism, singularly sensitiYe to the 
living demands of the present, and characterized throughout 
by a warmth of sympathy with all that is human, and 
a supreme and illuminating spiritual aim that lift it into 
the clear above the general level of such treatises. The work is 
really a notable treatment of the unequaled responsibilities and 
opportunities of the Christian minister of to-day. 

To the rooted "stand-patter," no less than to the radical 
"progressist" in theological thinking, therefore, the book ought 
to prove interesting. It is a distinct sign of the times. 

While not "original," of course, in all its facts and forms of 
teaching it is thoroughly modern in spirit and in point of view, 
timely in its conception of the Gospel in relation to society and 
the social forces, as well as its applications of the principles and 
truths of Christianity to present day problems. The author 
clearly knows the inside of Seminaries, as well as the outside 
world of struggling humanity, and perceives that there is 
truth in the charge of a Catholic writer that some Seminaries 
"have skylights, but no windows." But there is nowhere here 
any of the insane or inane passion for "the new" so character
istic of our times. The author clearly believes, as Professor 
Josiah Royce does, that what we most need is "not the new 
nor the old, but the eternal rightly applied." Concerning the 
Kingdom of God he realizes that, while its "centre of gravity" 
is still future, as Professor Sanday puts it, it is "in mid
process." It is a coming Kingdom in the sense that it i,, 
actually coming, though its consummation, its perfection, its 
full power and glory, lie far beyond us. :Moreover, he is in 
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,·ital :-ympathy with all the great humanitarian movements 
that hm·e at heart the demand for righteousness. Like Presi
dent Faunce and others of this trend of thinking, he is ready 
lo concede that the church has been too silent and inactive in 
the presence of great social wrongs, especially such as affect 
industrial and commercial life, and that the time has come 
when pastors and churches should aspire to and train for ethical 
leadership in the far-reaching ethical revival that is now on. 

The gathered thought of the latter part of the book especially 
is that the minister ought to be a liYing and dominant factor in 
human society, to interpret its life, set forth its ideals, and direct 
its forces toward the realization of these ideals. 

The book is sane and well-balanced throughout, but throbs 
with vitality, and embraces in the scope of its treatment and 
i;uggestion the whole reach of the minister's personality and 
life, in their relation to all the needs of human life and or
ganized society. It will well repay earnest study. 

GEO. B. EAGER. 

Principles .of Successful Church AdvertlJSing. By Charles Stelzle. 
Secretary, Department of Church and Labor, Board of Home 
Missions, Presbyterian Church, U. S. A. Fleming H. Revell 
Co., New York. 1909. Substantial cloth. $1.25 net. Pp. 172. 

The very thought of church advertising is as repugnant to 
many good people as self advertising is to the medical profes
sion. Such people would do well to read this illuminative and 
convincing book by one who clearly knows what he is talking 
about and goes to the root of the matter. Certainly Mr. 
Stelzle makes a showing here that should go far to dispel un
reasonable prejudices against the whole business 9f church ad
nrtising in the block. That there are right methods of adver
tising which not only may be adopted by the churches without 
lowering the dignity of religion, but which the very genius of 
Christianity requires us to adopt, is stoutly maintained here, 
and that, too, with a cogency of argument, and a point and 
wealth of illm,iration that are at once instructive, entertaining 
and convincing. Mr. Stelzle, as has been suggested, might 
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very fitly have quoted upon hi.➔ title-page Jesus' word.s to the 
Galilean Jishermen, "Come ye after me, and I will make you to 
become fishers of men;" for Just that is the design of the book. 
Its treatment of advertising is so scientific and its practical 
suggestions so sane and wide-reaching, that the book is bound to 
prove valuable to all business men, though addressed especially 
to the churches who, the author thinks, have under false 
notions culpably neglected this branch of their own busine.:.;s. 

GEO. B. EAGER. 

Life in the Word. By Philip Mauro, author of "The World and 
Hs God" and "Man's Day." Fleming H. Revell Co., New York. 
1909. Cloth. Pp. 110. 

Are the claims of the Bible to supreme authority over the 
consciences and actions of men in conflict with the democrati~ 
spirit and ideal of the times? The author of this lively book
let thinks so and argues accordingly. "The essence and mar
row of democracy is the supreme authority of man." The 
object of all the great thought movements of our era is to 
make universal the principles of pure democracy. The Bible 
runs counter to this democratic movement, and is the supreme 
obstacle in the way of this coveted independence of humanity. 
Accordingly the mass of men and most of the leaders of the 
age are indifferent or hostile to the claims of the Bible. upon 
these assumptions the author proceeds in his rather forceful 
defense of the supreme authority of the Scriptures. He does 
this, not as a theologian or minister, but as a lawyer, whose ex
perience in legal practice may help to account for the form of 
his argument, and as one in some measure qualified for his task 
by his studie.s in the domain of the natural sciences. He avow
edly limits his task by singling out for consideration OM 

special attitude or characteristic of the Scriptures, namely, that 
signified by the word "living" ( "the word of God which li;-eth." 
1 Pet. 1 :23). And his attempt is to so present the view of the 
Bible as a living book as to make clear its sufficiency, finality 
and completeness as the Revelation of God to men. The work 
is popular rather than scholarly in matter and form. 

GEO. B. EAGER. 
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Education 11n<l lndnstri11l Evolution. By Frank Tracy Carlton, Ph.D. 
The :\Iacmillan Co., New York. 1908. Half leather. 12 mo. 
$1.25 net. 

We ban here a real contribution to a great subject. Tho 
author, Professor of Economics and History in Albion Col
lege, ,nites like a master. The subject is one which John Stuart 
~lill has the credit among economists for first giving due 
recognition, viz., the rnlue of education in the betterment of the 
ma;,;ses and in the solution of the labor problem. Prof. Carlton 
is profoundly convinced that material modifications in educa
tion are demanded to-day on account of the industrial and 
social evolution that is going on the world over, but he ad
dresse5 hi1melf especially to the educational problems which 
are vitally and indfrisibly connected with the social and in
<lu;:trial betterment of the people of the United States. The 
problem of the twentieth century, he thinks, is to make educa
tion au engine for social betterment. In early times industry 
"·as in a large measure left to slaves and serfs; and education 
was confined to a narrow field and to a restricted class. The 
,-,ixteenth, sennteenth and eighteenth centuries, however, fore
;;hadowed coming events. The history of modern education can 
be properly studied only from the point of view of industrial 
evolution. Early democracy was aristocratic, and early educa
tion for the elect; but the progress of democracy has been 
achien~d by the admission of one class after another into the 
channed circle from which the lowly were once so sternly ex
du<led, so that now it rightly demands a corresponding broad
ening of the scope and enriching of the contents of education. 
The old political economy studied a fictitious, "economic man," 
the new economic thought studies the real man, the man of 
many and mixed motives and ever changing conditions. Man, 
not ,,ealth, iB now placed in the foreground. W:ith the mar
nllous increase of machinery and wealth witnessed in our 
day, has come a new spirit of democracy, a spirit which could 
not come into being until science and invention had cleared 
the way. The worker now, in theory at least, is an end in him
,elf. He is no longer conceived of as existing merely for the 
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benefit and profit of others; and culture, education, art and 
work are at last conceived to be the birthright of 
all, not merely of a favored few. Accordingly these 
revolutionary and evolutionary changes have pushed into 
the foreground new and unexpected problems of social 
science, and are forcing them to-day upon a reluc
tant society. Public education has for its goal the welfare of 
the individual in society and of society itself. Society must 
concern itself with the economic and social welfare of each and 
every individual member. Hence the school of to-day is dis
tinctly a social institution. It aims at producing more than the 
intelligent citizen, it seeks also to produce the efficient worker, 
the morally and physically well-developed man or woman. So 
to vitalize education and to keep it abrea.s1 with the demands 
of our social and industrial life is the problem which now con
fronts us. 

In Part I. the author states the multiform modern educa
tional problem, in Part II. he deals with the actual or proposed 
additions to the educational system. The treatment of the 
complex problem is singularly sane and suggestive, but it raises 
a question for the serious consideration of our pastors and 
churches: In view of the absorbing interest of the day in the 
social aspects of education, the passion for social service and 
the dreams of a social revolution, is there not danger that 
under these allurements ministers and churches may be some
what led astray? May they not divert us somewhat from the 
original and abiding purpose of Christianity of redeeming and 
Banctifying the individual soul? As Dr. Peabody suggests, "Are 
we not substituting clubs, gymnasiums and social allurements 
for prayers, conversions and revivals?" Shall the church as a 
religious shrine be supplanted by the church as a social labora
tory, and the practice of the presence of God be forgotten in 
the practice of the service of man? In short, is the Christian 
church to be turned aside to the teaching of an industrial reYo
lution as more important than a spiritual evolution? 

GEO. B. EAGER. 
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Bow to De,·elop Power 11nd Pe-rson11lity in Spe11king. ,By Grenville 
hs1eiser. Funk & ,vagnalls Co., New York. 1909. 12 mo. 
422 pp. $1.25 net. 

The pm1)ose of this book is not simply to give practical sug
gestions and exercises for building the body, the voice and the 
,·ocabulary, and for training the men1ory and the imagination 
of the public speaker, but also to aid in what is still more im
portant, the general development of power and personality in 
the speaker. 'l'here is well-gTounded prejudice against certaia 
methods of teaching "elocution" that are now, thanks to such 
sane and normal views as are here advocated by Professor 
Kleiser, obsolescent. \Ye may agree with Professor Brastow, of 
Yale rniversity, however, in the lntroduction, that the author 
is right in his opinion that ministers have not yet come b 
realize to any adequate extent the value of thorough training 
in the arl of expression. "It is not a credit to any man's in
telligence, and much less to his moral purpose, that he treats 
with contempt so important an art as that which would train 
his personality as the organ of religion and would equip him 
for the expression of its great realities with dignity, grace and 
strength." Professor Kleiser has done well to direct attention 
once more, and in a most scientific, forceful and practical 
manner, to an arl of which it is said he is at once the master and 
the servant, and the vital importance of which to ministers 
becomes more patent every day. GEo. B. EAGER. 

Life and Letters of Rev. George Boardmpn Taylor, D. D. By George 
Braxton Taylor. Lynchburg, Va. J. P. Bell Co. Pp. 413. 

Sheldon Jackson, Path.finder and Prospector of the Missionary Van• 
guard in the Rocky Mountains and Alaska. By Ro'bert Laird 
Stewart, D. D. Fleming H. Revell Co., New York. Pp. 488. 

These are two notable missionary biographies. The first is 
an account of the life of a foreign missionary of the Southern 
Baptists; the second that of a Home Missionary of the Presby
to-ians. Dr. Taylor sprang from a family who have rendered 
distinguished service to the Kingdom of God and the Baptist 
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denomination. He represented the best culture and refine
ment of the Olcl Dominion. It was his fortune, after effective 
pastoral service at home, to carry the good news of :;piritual 
freedom to priest-ridden Italy shortly after the peninsula was 
unified and political freedom achieved. Under his direction 
and by his labor Baptist churches have been planted in many 
of the principal cities of Italy and the cause has slowly risen 
into its present status of progress. A seminary has been 
founded in Rome and the work seems to be on a secure if not 
very large foundation. Dr. Taylor took time to write letter.:1 
and his son has incorporated many of them in the book. They 
give us delightful glimpses of a charming home life, many 
points of historical importance and withal breathe a deep, sane, 
religious spirit. The book is an important contribution to mis
sionary biography and in particular to the history of the life 
and work of Southern Baptists. 

Dr. Sheldon Jackson is one of the most notable figures in 
the wh9le range of contemporary Christianity. His services 
to the United States Government in Alaska have brought him 
into international notice. His earlier services as a missionary 
in the broadest sense to the Rocky Mountain region of our 
own country were no Tess notable. Tbe biography brings the 
living, acting, po-werful man before us in a living picture to a 
remarkable degree. As one reads, the services of Dr. Grenfel 
in Labrador are constantly brought to mind. But Dr. Jack
son's labors were on a much broader scale. This stimulating 
biography should be read by every preacher. 

W. J. McGLOTHLIN. 

!Alvels of Living-Essays on Every Day Ideals. By Henry Frederick 
Cope. Fleming H. Revell Co., New York. 1909. $1.00 net. 

In content, style and make-up this volume is attractive, and 
it is timely. The author is a man of culture and experience, 
and as Se<'retary of the Religious Education Society has had 
ample opportunity to come face to face with present-day prob
lems, and to perceive the significance and bearings of present
day conditions. He writes lucidly, wisely and in a way th:1t 
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!\·ill commend itself especially to the young, in these well-filled 
and beautifully printed pages. Especially worthy of study are 
the chapters on "The Curriculum of Character," "The .i\_o·e 

Long ::\Iiracle" ( The Personality and Power of Christ), "The 
Passion for Perfection," "The Price of Success," and "The 
Force of Faith." Preachers and teachers may find much here 
of meaty thought and apt illustration to help them in their 
work. GEo. B. EAGER. 

A Yalid Christianity Por To-Day. 
LL.D., Bishop of ~Tichigan. 
1909. $1.50 net. 

By Charles D. Wi!Jiams, D. D., 
The Macmillan Co., New York. 

The Gift of Influence. University Sermons. By Hugh Black, Jesup 
Professor of Practical Theology, Union Theological Seminary, 
New York. Fleming H. Revell Co., New York. 

,Red.eeimmg Yision. By J. Stuart Holden, M.A., author of "Suppo
sitions and Certainties," "The Price of Power," etc. Fleming 
H. Revell Co., New York. 

The first two of these volumes deserve to be put in the first 
rank of sermons recently published. Bishop Williams' dis
courses are strong, clear in style, with the throb of vital energy. 
They treat phases of Christianity that are needed "for to
day." He is alive to the spiritual problems of our time, and 
discusses them with true insight and with the power of a con
\·iction that is born of an equally true insight into the heart 
of the Gospel. . 

Mr. Dlack's sermons were prepared for university audiences, 
and that fact is evident both in their matter and style. They 
are wanting in certain essential elements of popularity, but 
there is fine di~c-rimination in thought and a sober and chaste 
eloquence. To the cultured audiences who heard them they 
must haYe been a spiritual feast, as they are to thoughtful read
ers. 

Mr. Halden's volume is disappointing. Perhaps he is the 
most happy of the three in selecting fresh and suggestive 
themes; and in this way he will be helpful to thoughtful 
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preachers rather than by his discussions, which usually seem 
commonplace an<l tame after the expectations excited by 
felicitous subjects. C. S. GARDXER. 

Famous Stories of Sam. P. Jones. Reproduced in the Language in 
which Sam Jones Uttered Them. By George R. Stuart, for 
sixteen years his co-worker and associate. Fleming H. Revell 
Co., New York and Chicago. 

Sam Jones is fast becoming a tradition; but he will ewr be 
vividly remembered by those who heard him-the most pic
turesque preacher, perhaps, of modern times. This is a selec
tion of his most effective stories; but what is better still, the 
last fourth of the volume contains a iarge collection of his 
"epigrams and pointed paragraphs." In popular, telling epi
gram Sam Jones was a real genius. These pithy sayings of his 
are frequently "broad," sometimes coarse; but they were always 
extremely effective with his audiences; and one cannot read 
them to-day without feeling the electric or psychic shock. 

c. s. GARDXER. 

The Churches and the \Vage-Earne1·s. A study of the cause and 
cure of their separation. By C. Bertrand Thompson. Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York. 1909. 

This is a stimulating and suggestive discussion of a Yery 
practical theme. It is hetter, it seems to this reviewer, in diag
nosis than it is in prescription, although the suggestions as to 
"·hat the churches ougbt to do are intelligent, if lacking in 
proper perspective and proportion. The central truth in the 
working-men's complaints against the church is "that the 
churches, no matter how deeply they may be interested in 
charity, even on a large scale, have not as a rule attacked the 
causes of poverty, and have in fact expressly said that such is 
1:iot their business." 'fhere is a modicum of truth in the state
ment, especially so far as the causes of poverty are found in 
~oc·ial conditions. Of course, there would be differences of 
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opinion as to whether the primai·y causes of poverty are social. 
But from the point of view of the working-men who attack the 
church, the statement is quite true, because those working-men 
believe in the social origin of poverty. On the whole Mr. 
Thompson's criticism of the church is discriminating and bal
anced. He does not at all justify the extreme views of the com
plaining wage-earner; but he does find serious defects in the 
attitude and activities of the church. He is opposed very 
earnestly to socialism; and believes that it is the privilege and 
duty of the church, by sane and aggTessive social activity, t:) 

sm·e society from socialism, which otherwise seems to him sure 
to come. The church, he thinks, must modernize and socialize 
its preaching and all its methods and relate itself vitally to 
present-day conditions. 

The picture which he draws of the preacher under this mod
ernized program will make experienced pastors smile. "He 
must meet the demands of the populace; and those demands 
are numerous and exacting. He must have unlimited famil
iarity with all modern thought on all modern subjects; he must 
bE- able to discuss thcl ethics of employers' liability Sunday 
morning; socialism Sunday evening; industrial education at f1 

teachers' meeting Monday; municipal government on Tuesday; 
Browning Vl ednesday afternoon and the efficacy of prayer 
Wednesday evening; talk to the woman's club Thursday after
noon on current topics, and to the High School Friday after
noon on the duties of citizenship; and Saturday he may be 
asked to conduct a Nature-study excursion, working out in the 
meantime his next sermon on the Roycian conception of im
mortality, which, of course, he must put into popularly intel
ligible form." It would be unfair to judge the book by the 
extravagance and one-sidedness of this paragraph, which is 
really the least judicious in it; and it is inserted simply as 
suggesting, though in extravagant form, the many-sidedness 
which is demanded in the modern pa'3tor and the omnibus type 
of culture which it is necessary for him to have, if he under
takes to meet the calls which modern Iife increasingly makes 
upon him. ' 

The book, despite a certain lack of balance, is quite worth 

reading. C. S. GARDNER. 
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IV. SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY. 

Systematic Theology. A Compendium and Commonplace Book De
signed f.or the use of Theological Students. By Augustus 
Hopkins Strong, D. D., LL.D., President and Professor of Bib
lical Theology in the Rochester Theological Seminary. Vol. III. 
II'he Griffith & Rowland Press, 1701 Chestnut St., Phil., Pa. 

This is the last volume of the great work into which Dr. 
Strong has gathered the ripest fruits of the reading and of the 
earnest thought of a life-time. It is on the same general plan 
as that of the two preceding volumes which were reviewed in 
the REVIEW AND ExPOSITOR of April, 1908. This volume con
cludes the consideration of Sociology and discusses Ecclesiology 
and Eschatology. 

The author's Ethical Monism gives little evidence of having 
modified his views on the subjects treated in this volume. The 
Scriptures are appealed to as final authority. His view is con
sistently that of a moderate Calvinism. There is an election by 
God to eternal life which is not on the ground of foreseen faith. 
Regeneration is by an instantaneous act of God beneath con
sciousness, in which man does not co-operate. This new birth 
is the ground of faith and repentance and not the reverse. 
Justification is a standing in Christ on the condition 
of faith, and not a righteousness inherent in man. 
Sanctification is a progress m purity until complete 
holiness 1s attained at death. There 1s no falling 
away froni a saved condition. Death ends probation 
for all. The righteous and the wicked dead are raised at the 
coming of the Lord, and together with the living are judged 
and go to final destiny. The judgment is not to determine 
destiny, Lut to vindicate God's righteousness. Neither the re
surrection nor the judgment is a pictorial description of what 
takes place for each man at death. Dr. Strong, however, hazards 
a conjecture as to the final condition of the wicked along the 
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line of the evolution law of reversion to type. Man who 
has been evolnd from the brute condition, as Dr. Strong con
rede:-, may, as a result of the degeneration through sin, go back 
again to the animal condition from which he sprang. But Dr. 
S1 rang holds that only man's body was derived from the lower 
orders of life. What about the soul? If the man sank to the 
lenl of the brute, the spirit would have to cease to exist, and 
moral life end. Would a being of this kind be immortal? But . 
D:r. Strong doubt.less does not put forward this idea very se
riously. 

The section on Ecclesiology has been raised and enlarged by 
the addition of the more recent concessions of scholarly writers. 
WhateYer may be said about the Northern Baptist churches 
abandoning strict communion, Dr. Strong is as strenuous as 
enr in his defence -of this view, and his argument for it and 
his showing up of the inconsistences of Baptists adopting the 
loose practice are very conclusive. 

Dr. Strong's Theology will take high rank among the great 
standard works on this grand subject. No work with which I 
am acquainted contains so much of the cream of thought on all 
the broad range of subjects treated. While he has accepted 
monism and evolution, it has been with reservations which 
han left them with small comparative influence upon his final 
conclusions. Through it all there is the ring of conviction, a 
loYe of truth and a disposition to give a fair statement of tbe 
Yiews he rejects, which are especially wholesome at this time. 
Copious indices add to its value as a book of reference. 

CALVIN GOODSPEED. 

A Working Theology. By Alexander MacCall. Charles .Scribner'-s 
Sons, New York. 1909. 

This is an attempt to make a clear and simple statement of 
ibe theology which may be held in the light of modern knowl
edge and which is sufficient to equip earnest souls for religious 
work. It takes the evolutionary point of view, and concedes the 
main contentiom of the Higher Critics; and claims that the 
great, primal religious truths are undisturbed: the fatherhood 
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of God; the divine providence; the efficacy of praye1·; the reality 
of miracle, as results effected through laws of which man is 
ignorant; atonement of the cross, of which no satisfactory 
theory can oow be given. 

The book is written in a uevout spirit. If it is too broad for 
many, there are doubtless other doubting and troubled minds 
who will find it helpful in their effort to maintain an attitude 
of positive faith in the midst of the theological confusion of our 
age, which has set them adrift from their moorings. The 
spirit of the little volume is excellent and its purpose mani-
festly is to reassure the disturbed. C. S. GARD~ER. 

V. OLD TESTAMENT. 

The Book of Genesis. By Professor Calvin Goodspeed, D. D., Baylor 
University, and Professor D. i\i. Welton, D. D., l\Ic:\Iaster Uni
versity. American Baptist Publication Society, Philadelphia. 
1909. Octavo. Pp. 253. 

We have for a long time needed a thoroughly conservative 
modern commentary on Genesis. Radical and Mediating schol
ars have issued learned commentaries on Genesis, and have done 
much to elucidate and illustrate Genesis. The American Bap
tist Publication Society undertook, in 1892, the preparation of 
a Commentary on the Old Testament for English readers, as a 
companion to its excellent commentary on the New Testament. 
Dr. Alvah Hovey was selected as General Editor of the series, 
which was entitled "An American Commentary on the Old 
Testament." The Publication Society committed to Dr. Hovey 
the work of engaging the writers for the entire work. He as
signed to Professor Daniel M. Welton, of McMaster University, 
Toronto, Genesis and Judges. Dr. Welton prepared the Com
mentary on Judges, and had almost completed the notes and 
comments on the text of Genesis when death caTied him hence. 
At his urgent request Dr. Calvin Goodspeed consented to re
vise the comments and to prepare the Introduction to Genesis. 
Professor Goodspeed devotes more than twenty-five pages of the 
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Introduction to the di:::crn;sion of the date and authorship of the 
Pentateuch. He shows a good ,1cquaintance with the literature 
of the subject, and is thoroughly sane in his method of argu
mentation. Both Dr. \Yelton and Dr. Goodspeed regard Gene
:;i:,: as thoroughly trustworthy in all its parts. 'lnroughout the 
Commentary the treatment is sane and safe. Naturally, in a 
brief commentary many topics of interest are but lightly 
touched, and many questions in literary criticism are omitted. 
The student who wishes to go more deeply into questions of 
Higher Criticism is referred to some of the best literature in de
fence of the substantial Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch. Busy 
pastors and intelligent Sunday school teachers will find this 
ComnYentary exceedingly helpful. JOHN R. SAMPEY. 

Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology. .By S. Schechter, M.A., Litt. 
D. (Cantab). The MacMillan Co., New York. 1909. Pp. 384, 
Octavo. Price, $2.2 5. 

Dr. Schechter is favorably known as a Jewish scholar of real 
learning and admirable spirit. He has read widely in Rabbinic 
literature, and knows how to put in good English the results of 
bis research. He does not attempt a history of the development 
of Rabbinic theology. He quotes from Jewish authors cover
ing a period of two thousand years, without fallowing any 
chronological arrangement. As an apologist for Judaism, he 
naturally puts before his readers the teachings whicp most 
commend themselves to modern readers, whether Jewish or 
Christian. As a student of Jewish thought he was led to ques
tion many statements about the Rabbinic theology found in the 
works of Christian scholars. It seemed to him that outsiders 
did not properly interpret the sayings of Jewish scholars. As 
a loyal Israelite he undertook the task of interpreting the 
Rabbinic authors to men of the present time. "Having been 
brought up," he says, "among Jews who did live under the 
strict disC;ipline of the Law and were almost exclusively nur
tured on the spiritual food of the Talmud and Midrashim, and 
ha\·ing had occasion thus to observe them for many years, both 
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in their religious joys and in their religious sorrow,;, I felt 
quite bewildered at the theological picture drawn of Rabbinic 
Judaism by so many writers. I could not but doubt their 
statements and question their conclusions. These doubts were 
expressed to friends, who were at orice affected more or less by 
my skeptical attitude and urged me to write down my thought:, 
on the subject, which in the course of time took shape in es
says and lectures." Dr. Schechter has not attempted an ex
haustive discussion of Rabbinic theology. "The guiding mo
tive in the choice of subjects," he says, "was in general a selec
tion of those large and important principles in which Rabbinic 
thought and Israel's faith were most clearly represented and 
which I found were most in need of elucidation, became so 
often misunderstood and misinterpreted." 

Dr. Schechter not only quotes largely from the :Mishnah and 
the Gemara, but makes large use of the Jewish liturgy. He at
tempts to show that Judaism has in all ages met man's ethical 
and religious needs. He frankly says: "~Iy attitude is a 
Jewish one. This does not, l hope, imply either an apology for 
the Rabbis, or a polemic tendency against their antagonists. 
Judaism does not give as its raison d'etre the shortcomings of 
any of the other great creeds of the civilised' world. Judaism, 
even Rabbinic Judaism, was there before either Christianity or 
Mohammedanism was called into existence. It need not, there
fore, attack them, though it has occasionally been compelled to 
take protective measures when they have threatened it with de
struction. But what I want to indicate and even to emphasize 
is, that my attitude toward Rabbinic theology is necessarily 
different from that taken by most commentators on the Pauline 
Epistles. I speak advisedly of the commentators on Paul; 
for the Apostle himself I do not profess to understand." 
Dr. Schechter, like most modern Jews, shows no love for Paul. 
He understands full well that Paul held views as to Judaism 
widely different from those entertained by non-Christian Jews. 
He remarks: "Either the theology of the Rabbis must be 
wrong, its conception of God debasing, its leading motives mate
rialistic and coarse, and its teachers lacking in enthusiasm and 
spirituality, or the Apostle to the Gentiles is quite unintelli-
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giblc. I need not face this alternath-e, and may thus be able to 
arriYe at results utterly at variance with those to be found in our 
theological manuals and introductions to the New Testament." 
Dr. Schechter's book will be valuable to Christian students as a 
skilful and sane presentation of an intelligent modern He
bren·'s view of the religion of his fathers. 

JOHN R. SAMPEY. 

Old Testament Theology and Modern Ideas. By R. B. Girdlestone, 
:11. A. Longmans, Green & Co., London. 1909. 12 mo. Pages 
128. Price, 40 cents net. 

Dr. Girdlestone has long been favorably known to Old Testa
ment students as the author of "Old Synonyms," "The Stu
dent's Deuteronomy," etc. The manual under review is one 
of a series of Anglican Church Hankbooks, edited by Rev. W. 
H. Grirtith Thomas, D. D. The book is adapted to intelligent 
laymen and young people. There is some discussion of the 
characteristics of certain groups of Old Testament writings, sucn 
as the Prophets, the Psalms, the Historical Books, the Mosaic 
Books, etc. In Biblical criticism Canon Girdlestone is thor
oughly conservatiYe. The present reviewer has found the 
chapters on Theistic Monism, G-ou. and Evil, Providence and 
Prayer, and Pro,idence anu Prophecy among the most inter
esting and helpful in the book. This manual is an excellent in
troduction to the teaching of the Uld Testament. 

JOHN R. SAMPEY. 

Old Testament History From Hezekiah to the End of the Canon. 
By Rev. J. M. Hardwich, M.A., and Rev. H. Costley-White, 
M.A. John Murray, London. 1908. Octavo. Pp. 244. Price, 
2s 6d. 

The authors of this volume on the later Old Testament 
History are Assistant Masters at Rugby School. They have 
to keep in view the following aims: "The chronological se
quern:e of ennts, the historical setting of the narrative, the 
me of the words of the Bible wherever possible, and 
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illustrations from the Prophets and other of the Scrip
tures. Brief footnotes have been added where it seemed 
necessary." The editors have relied chiefly on Hast
ings' Dictionary of the Bible and the various works 
of Canon Ottley, Dr. Kent, Dean Stanley and Canon 
Farrar. The book shows in all its parts the skilful work of 
trained teachers. The editors have followed in the wake of 
scholars of the Mediating school. Hence the reader who be
lieves in the accuracy and trustworthiness of the biblical his
torians will meet with a goodly number of comments which he 
cannot accept. JOHN R. Sx~.IPEY. 

Artaxerxes III. Ochus and His Reign. With Special Consideration 
of the Old Testament Sources Bearing Upon the Period. An 
:Inaugural Dissertation Submitted to the Philo,sophical Faculty 
of the University of Bern in Candidacy for the Doctor's De
gree. By Noah Calvin Hirschy. The University of Chicago 
Press. 1909. Pages 85. Price, 81 cents. 

Dr. Hirschy, as a student under Dr. K. Marti of the Uni
versity of Bern, has very naturally accepted the views of his 
preceptor as to the Old Testament history and literature. He 
shows skill in the arrangement of his material. He has also 
made careful research in the period of which he treats. He has 
carefully collated the views of Old Testament scholars as to the 
passages from the Old Testament which have been located by 
one or more scholars in the land of Ochus. Dr. Hirschy 
usually gives his vote in favor of the opinions advanced by 
Marti and other critics of the Radical school. 

JOHN R. SA1IPEY. 

VI. MISCELLANEOUS. 

Christian Science. By Ray Clarkson Harker, D. D., Cincinnati; 
Jennings a,nd Graham. New York, Eaton •and l\Iains. 1908. 
60 pp. 50 cents net. 

Many books are now appearing to refute, expose, denounce, 
abuse Christian Science. 
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This one is dignified, thoughtful and forceful. It recognizes 
the truth in Christian Science, but aims to show that all the 
truth may be had without accepting the system. Freedom and 
relief from disease and from care so far as genuine ought to be 
appropriated in faith by the Christian. 

The Christian Scientist's philosophy of cures is false and so 
he often fails tragically. Mrs. Eddy's use of words is er
roneous and fantastic and her philosophy in vital matters in 
conflict with the Word of God. Christian Science tends to de
stroy sympathy and break down truthfulness. Mrs. Eddy's 
character and history are not commendable and yet her claims 
are such as to place her under the charge of blasphemy. The 
order and calmness of this little book commend it as useful for 
such as are troubled with the vagaries of Christian Science. 

w. 0. CARVER. 

The Rational Test; Bible Doctrine in the Light of Reason. By 
Leander S. Keyser, D. D., Author of "In Bird Land," "Birds of 
the Rockies," "Our Bird Comrades," "The Only Way Out," etc. 
Philadelphia. Lutheran Publication Society. 1908. Pp. vii.+ 
189. 75 cents. 

This work may not inaccurately be described as a succinct, 
defensiYe statement of the fundamentals of dogmatic theology 
from the standpoint of the Augsburg Confession. Ten funda
mental doctrines of that creed are stated with clearness and dis
tinctness and defended from attacks made upon them in mod
ern times. The work is from the strictly orthodox viewpoint 
and the methods of reasoning are those sanctioned by use since 
the days of the promulgation of the Lutheran Creed. The 
procedure in the case of each doctrine is to give a clear and 
exact statement of the dogma; then to explain its meaning if 
that is not already evident; next to adduce Scripture evidence; 
finally to show that it is reasonable. In showing the rational 
character of the doctrine recognition is taken of the objectionB 
commonly urged. That the author is fair must be admitted by 
most readers. That he is always logical some would not admit. 
Tho~e who pride themselves on being "modern" will surely 
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not reckon this a "mo<lern" book, but they will find it 
easier to scout it as "traditional" than to refute it as weak. 

The work will serve admirably to confirm the faithful, but it 
har<lly seems suited as a guide to faith. An apologist ought to 
make some concessions in style to the forms of modern 
thought. This work does not move in that realm. 

w. 0. CARVER. 

The Problem of Age, Growth, and Death: A Study of Cyto
morphosis, Based on Lectures at the Lowell Institute, ,:\larch, 
1907. By Charles S. Min,ot, LL.D. (Yale, Toronto), D. Sc. 
(Oxford), James Stillman Professor ,of Comparative Anatomy 
in the Harvard Medical School, President of the Boston Society 
of Natural History. Illustrated. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New 
York and London. 1908. Pp. xxii.+280. 

This is a volume of the "Science Series" of these enterpris
ing publishers and represents the patient and skillful investiga
tions of many years into the physical conditions of the growth 
and decay of the body of a living organism. The aim is, of 
course, to apply the knowledge to the life of man. The present 
work may be called popularly technical, but as it is strictly 
scientific no extended review of it is proper here. 

w. 0. CARVER. 

Geschichte der Klassischen Philologie. Von Dr. Wilhelm Kroll. G. 
J. Giischen'sche Verlagsbuchhandlu·ng, Leipzig, Germany. S 
152. Pr. 80 Pf. 

Dr. Kroll, of Muemter, has here given a most admirable 
outline of the history of Classical Philology. There cannot, of 
course, be much discussion is so brief a treatment, but the main 
points in the development from Plato to Rohde. One re
grets that the volume stops at 1875. The great work of 
Brugmann and Delbrueck ought to come in this volume. The 
author has elsewhere discussed this later period. 

A. T. RoBERTsox. 
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An Introduction to Comparative Philology for Classical Students. By 
J. M. Edmonds, l\L A., Assistant l\Iaster at Repton School, Eng
land. The Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, England; 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. P. 235. Price, 4s. net. 1906. 

This ::\Ianual is brief, clear, and as easy as such a subject can 
be made. It is a good book to begin the subject with. Besides 
the usual matter in such works, the author has two excellent 
charts on pages 87 and 93 which show the relation of the Inda-
Germanic tongues to each other. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

A Syntax of Attic Greek. By F. E. Thompson, M. A. New edition, 
rewritten. Longm.ans, Green & Co., London and New York. 
1907. Pages xxvi., 555. 

Prof. Thompson's Syntax has many points of great merit. It 
is in sympathy with comparatfre philology and makes bolder 
use of this great science than does Goodwin or Hadley and 
Allen. The plan is independent and fresh. The examples are 
numerous, but the comments are acute. Teachers of Greek in 
America would find the volume very useful. One may not agree 
to e;-ery position taken, but there is so much that is good that I 
do not indicate these matters. Few grammarians see every
thing alike. One must never forget that the ancients managed 
somehow to write without our modern grammars. But Prof. 
Thompson's book deserves careful study by American scholars. 

A. T. RoBERTSON. 

A History of Classical Scholarship. Vol. II. From the Revival of 
Learning to the End of the Eighteenth Century (In Italy, France, 
England and the Netherlands). Vol. Ill. The Eighteenth Century 
in Germany, and the Nineteenth Century in Europe and the 
United States of America. By James Edwin .Sandys, Litt.D., 
Fel,low of St. John's College, Cam'bridge. 19 0 8. Price, 8s. 6d. 
a volume. Cambridge University Press, Cambr,idge, England; 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. Pages 498, 523. 

Vol. I. appeared in 1903 and has been reviewed in this quar
terly. It would be difficult to speak too highly of these vol-
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umes. They are at once indispensable to the library and to 
the scholar. They supply a mass of learning to be had nowhere 
else in such brief compass. I confess, however, that, more than 
the great scholarship here shown, the human interest of the 
volume seizes me. The numerous pictures of famous scholars 
make one linger over the pages. It is surprising how interest
ing are the details all along as one dips about in the volumes. 
One has the constant desire to read on. Some of these scholars 
were dry enough in their day, I dare say. But Prof. Sandys 
has made their memory green in his delightful History. 

A. T. ROBERTSO::'.',. 

'Hellenistic Greek and Hellenism in Our Universities. By S. Angus, 
M. A., Ph.D., of Hartford Theological ,Seminary. Hartford 
Press, Hartford, C-Onn. 1909. P. 32. 

This is a brilliant paper read before the classical club of 
Princeton University and forms a powerful plea for the study of 
Hellenistic Greek in American Universities. Certainly Ameri
cans cannot claim to be keeping up with the progress made in 
this mode in Germany and England. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Women, Etc. By George Harvey. Some Leaves from an Editor's 
Ddary. By George Harvey. Harper and Brothers, New York. 
1908. P. 232. Price, $1.00. 

There is variety here in abundance. \Ve have served up for 
us Casuistry, Greed, Ignorance, Spinsters, Second \Vives, Frivol
ity, Jealousy, Loquacity, Woman Suffrage, Obstinacy, Oscula
tion! That is not all, but is enough to make plain what the 
author knows of his subject. He is inevitably entertaining and 
instructive. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Bro-iYning's Englund. A Study of English Influences in Browning. 
By Helen Archibald Clarke, author •of Browning's Ita,ly. The 
Baker & Taylor Co., New York. 1908. Pages 448. Price, 

$2.00 net. 

One's first impression of this book is its beauty. The twenty
four illustrations are very handsome. But it is also a :;;eriom 
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and solid contribution to the interpretations of Browning. 
The influences from the English side that entered into his life 
are ~-ell shown. The poetry, the religion, the society, the art 
of Englm1d all come in for treatment. Then the friends of 
Bro~·ning are discussed with sympathy. The book is withal a 
wry human study and one gets closer to the great poet than 
he can always do. Copious quotations from his poems are 
made to illustrate the comments at various stages of his career. 
The book is one for all who love Browning. 

Alaska the Great Country. 
Co., New York. 1908. 

ELLA B. ROBERTSON. 

By Ella Higginson. 
Pages 537. 

The Macmillan 

There is a wonderful charm about this rich far North land. 
I haYe not seen a book that told so much about the land and 
the people as does this volume by Mrs. Higginson. The pic
tures are many and fascinating. The snow, the gold, the riv
ers, the mountains, the costumes, the dogs all have a weird in
terest. The story of the winning and the development of this 
great country is all here in a most attractive form. E. B. R. 

Buried Herculaneum. By Ethel Ross Barker. Adam and Charles 
Black, Soho Square, London, England. Macmhlla·n Co., New 
York. Pages 253. Price, 7s. 6d. net. 1908. 

The City of Herculaneum, save for a small portion, lies 
buried, unseen and unknown, beneath a hundred feet of lava. 
The present volume gives an account of the glories of that 
ancient Greek colony, of the terrible catastrophe that overthrew 
it in A. D. 79, and of the wonderful underground excavations 
of the eighteenth century. The writer describes how those 
early explorers stripped and destroyed the marvellous buildings 
they disco\'ered, and reburied them. Then follows an attempt, 
by the help of ancient manuscripts, to reconstruct these build
ings in all their ancient splendour. Five chapters at the end 
deal fully with the unique treasures of sculpture found there, 
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and with the frescoes; and the beautiful illustrations and the 
plans adequately elucidate the text. A catalogue of the sculp
tures, now in Naples Museum, and a valuable bibliography are 
appended for the help of the traveller and the specialist. 

It is hard to express one's appreciation of the magnificent 
pictures in this volume which present the art treasures found 
in Herculaneum. The result is a wonderfully vivid picture of 
old Roman life. It is absolutely startling to have this section 
of that civilization reproduced to us. We have had excavations 
reported before from many parts of the world. Herculaneum 
comes fresh in spite of all the rest. A. T. RoBERTSO~. 

The Aeneid for Boys and Girls. Told from Virgil in Simple Lan
guage. By the Rev. Alfred J. Church, i\I. A. With twelve il-
1ustrations in color. The Macmillan Co., New York. 1908. 
Pr. $1.50 net. 

Mr. Church has won a great reputation as a teller of stories 
for boys and girls. The present volume is one of his very best. 
He knows the old classic life and knows how to simplify the 
golden dreams of the ancients. The type is beautiful, but the 
pictures are delightful. A child who does not like the Aeneid 
in this dress is dull indeed. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Daniel Boone, Backwoodsman. By C. H. F'orbes-Lindsay. J. B. Lip
pincott Co., Philadelphia. Pages 320. Price, $1.50. 

There is no more dramatic figure in American pioneer life 
than that of Daniel Boone. He is the typical American back
woodsman. There is no "Jesse James" highway robber business 
here, but the really brave man who blazes the path of civiliza
tion through the forest in spite of Indians and wild beasts. 
This is a great book for boys who love the heroic and the 
daring. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

An English Honeymoon. By Anne Hollingsworth Wharton. With 
illustrations. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. 1908. Pages 
306. Price, $1.50. 

England is the Garden of the World. There is no lovelier 
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land to Yisit and the romance of a honeymoon gives added 
charm to what is already beautiful. The illustrations are 
rharrning and are chosen with taste. The narrative is chatty, 
~-et informing. All in all the Yolume is delightful and particu-
larly so to one who loYes England. ELLA B. RonERTSON. 

The ,l"ind in the 'Willows. By Kenneth Grahame. Charles Scrib
ner's Sons, New York. 1908. Pages 302. Price, $1.50. 

EYery writer must have his say from the animal's point of 
Yiew. Mr. Grahame writes with delicacy and insight about the 
life of the riYer bank, the road, the open wood. H.e touches 
with lightness the rat, the toad, the mole, the badger, and 
other denizens of the highways. It is as a philosopher also that 
he looks at the world with these new eyes. It is a restful and 
fresh book. A .. T. ROBERTSON. 

The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge. Vol. 
III. Range from "Chamier" to "Draendorf." Pag-es 516. Price, 
$5.00. Edited by Prof. S. ,M. Jackson, D. D., University of 
Kew York. Funk & Wagnalls, New York. 1909. 

There are 755 topics treated in this volume by 142 collabora
tors. This fact gives some idea of the scale on which this re
Yision of the famous Schaff-Herzog is being carried out. The 
bibliographies are particularly full. A number of important 
topics come up for discussion in this volume such as Christology 
by Dr. D. S. Schaff, Comparative Religion by Prof. George 
Gilmore, Congregationalists by Rev. Morton Dexter, Constanti
nopolitan Creed by Dr. A. Harnack, Dante by Prof. M. R. Vin
cent, Didache by Dr. A. Harnack, Dogma and Dogmatics by 
Prof. A. H. Newman. One is interested in the case for the 
"Disciples of Christ" as put by Rev. F. D. Power, of St. Louis. 
He expressly denies "baptismal regeneration," but speaks of 
"lxiptism commanded in order to the remission of sins." The 
Yolume is one of much interest. A. T. RonERTSON. 
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'1.'he Art of the Netherland Galleries. By ,David C. Preyer. Boston. 
L. C. Page & Co. 1908. P. 379. Price, $2.0,0 net. 

This volume belongs to one of a series, but it has a value of 
its own and all the charm of the Netherlands. It is profusely 
illustrated and contains a history of the Dutch school of paint
ing that is very interesting and helpful. Much of the best 
art has religion as its theme and all high art with any noble 
theme is elevating and ennobling. The present volume will 
help the general reader as well as please the connoisseur. 

A. T. RoBERTSO)r. 

A Standard Bible Dictionary. Designed as a comprehensive guide 
to the Scriptures, embracing their languages, literature, history, 
biography, manners and customs, and their theol,ogy. Edited by 
Melan,cthon W. Jacobus, D. D., Professor of New Testament Ex
egesis in Hartford Theological Seminiary; Edward E. Nourse, 
D. D., Professor of Biblical Th1eo,logy in Hartford Theological 
Seminary, and Andrew C. Zenos, D. D., Professor of Ecclesiasti
cal History in McCormick Theological ,Seminary. Funk & 
Wagnalls, New York and Lo·ndon. 1909. Pages 92,0. Price, 
$6.00. 

Dr. Jacobus has associated with himself some thirty scholars 
from America, England and Germany in this important work. 
The American scholars predominate and are chiefly from Chi
cago and Hartford, but they are of high quality, if few in num
ber. The three editors indeed have done a very large part of 
the work themselves, especially the smaller articles, and many 
of the critical articles on the books of the Bible. They seem 
none the worse for that. The aim of the volume is to be sim
ple, clear, handy, readable, and up-to-date. The critical posi
tion is intermediate, though more radical in the Old Testament 
than in the New. The pictures are many and excellent. Of 
special value are the articles of Dr. James Denney on Jesus 
Christ and Paul, Jerusalem by Dr. L. B. Paton, the New Testa
ment books by Jacobus and Dods, etc. Prof. Samuel Dickey, 
of McCormick Theological Seminary, furnished photographs 
of many scenes in Palestine. The book lacks an index of 
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authors with subjects discussed by them and the bibliography 
is occasionally deficient. But it is a distinct success taken as a 
TI-hole. In the article on Baptism Dr. Jacobus argues against the 
necessity of immersion! A. T. ROBERTSON. 
Some Kew Literary l'aluations. By William Cleaver Wilkinso·n. 

Pofessor of Poetry and Criticism in the University of Chicago. 
Funk & Wagnalls, New York. 1909. Pages 411. Price, $1.50 
net. 

Dr. Wilkinson appears at his best as a critic of style in this 
volume, and his best is equal to that of any modern critic. The 
subjects of the present criticism are Howells, Matthew Arnold, 
Tennyson, Stedman, Morley, Tolstoi. The interest is held right 
on through and many fresh views are advanced. The mind of 
Dr. "\\'ilkinson is very keen. He can, however, see the good as 
well as the bad points of a writer. A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Astronomy With the Naked Eye. A New Geography of the Heavens. 
With Descriptions and Charts of Constellations, Stars and 
,Planets. By Garrett P. Serviss. Harper and Brothers, New 
York. 1908. Pages 247. Price, $1.40 net. 

The average man knows little about the satrs save in a gen
eral way. The stars tell us of God and so teac1i theology to one 
who can read the language. The present volume is a popular 
discussion of the heavenly bodies. The book is attractive and 
helpful. A. T. RoBERTSOK. 

Sir Walter Raleigh. By Frederick A. Ober. 'Illustrated. Harper 
and Brothers, New York. 1909. Pa,ges 302. Price, $1.00 net. 

The romantic story of Sir Walter Raleigh is here told with 
charm and power. It is one of the "Heroes of American His
tory" series. The pathos of the unsuccessful attempt of 
Raleigh to gain a firm foothold for Englishmen in North 
America is well brought out. A. T. RonERTSON. 
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The Tower of London. Painted by John Fulleylove, R. I. De
scribed by Arthur Poyser. The Macmlillan Company, New York; 
A. and C. Bliack, London. 1908. Pages 220. Price, $2.50. 

The brush and pen combine to make this a volume of dis
tinct interest to one who knows his London and to one who 
only reads about the wonderful city. The fascination of the 
Tower of London with its history of blood perhaps is nowhere 
better shown than in the present beautiful book. It is really a 
work of art as well as a book of instruction. 

A. T. ROBERTSON. 

Dictionary of the Bible. Edited by James Hastings, D. D. New 
York. Charles Scribner's Sons. 1909. Pages 992. Price, 
$5.00. 

Dr. Hastings, of Scotland, not only has dictionaries on the 
brain, he has put them on paper. The great five-volume dic
tionary of the Bible was achievement enough for an ordinary 
man, but not for Dr. Hastings. Then came the two-volume 
Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, entering a somewhat 
new field. Close on the heels of this enterprise there followed 
the first volume of the Encyclopedia of Ethics and Religion to 
be finished on a grand scale. There was left one sort of dic
tionary, the one-volume kind. Dr. Hastings has filled up that 
gap by the present magnificent volume. It would be rash to 
say that Dr. Hastings is not planning some other dictionaries. 
'l'he present volume is not a condensation of the five-volume 
Dictionary of the Bible, but an entirely independent work, the 
articles written for the most part by d.ilferent men. The same 
themes, with a few additions, are treated, but more briefly. Tho 
great subjects have, after all, a good deal of space. I wonder 
why the subject of the Judaizers receives no discussitm. The 
critical tone in general is mediating, more moderate in the 
New Testament than in the Old. Jesus Christ is discussed ably, 
though at times quite cautiously, in a great article by Prof. 
W. P. Patterson, of Edinburgh. In this dictionary, as in all 
Bible dictionaries, each article has to be considered on its 
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merits. The print is rather small, but, when all is said, the 
nrnn of God will find much to help him here. I know of one 
man who sold his fiye-Yolume Hastings in order to get hold of 
this. E,-ery man has his own habits in such matters. I am 
sorry that in the article on Baptism Prof. C. A. Scott con
siders it necessary to argue in favor of the sprinkling of in
fants. Dr. Hastings should have removed that part of the 
article. A. T. ROBERTSON. 
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